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10 INTRODUCTiON 
1.1 Introduction 
Composite members have long been used in many civil engineering 
structureso In genera) 9 they consist of two or more elements of the same 
or different materials connected by some means to form a single structural 
unit. This thesis is concerned specifically with the composite beam com-
prising a reinforced concrete slab connected to the flange of a steel I-beam 
by means of a flexible shear connectiono This type of structural member is 
used quite commonly both in buildings and in highway bridgeso 
In order that the reinforced concrete slab and the steel I-beam 
act as a single structural units an efficient shear connection must be pro-
vided. This connection, which serves to transfer the horizontal shear 
between the two elements and to-prevent movement between them9 is usua]ly 
furnished by welding some type of steel device, known as a shear connector, 
to the top flange of the steel beam and embedding this device in the 
concrete slab. Although it has been claimed that bond and friction between 
the concrete slab and the steel beam can be utilized to provide the shear 
* connection, several investigations (9) (13) have shown that bond and 
friction alone can not be relied upon owing to their doubtfu1 dependability 
when subject to repeated loading or high loadso 
A variety of devices including steel channeis p Z-sections and 
81sp irals" have been used as shear connectorso The stud type of shear 
connector is a relatively recent development which has since been used 
rather extensively because of its simplicity and ease of instailation p and 
has to a certain extent gradually replaced the other types of shear 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to List of References an Chapter 60 
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connectors in useo These shear connectors 9 which are of the fiex~ble type~ 
do not prov!de a comp1etely rigid shear connectoon; that iss they do not 
completely prevent relative movement between the beam and the siabo Never~ 
theiess~ by adopting suitable design criteria$) ,a re1atuvely high degree of 
interact80n between the concrete slab and the steel beam can be achievedo 
A flexible shear connection allows a certain amount of re]atnve 
movement between the concrete slab and the steel beam; movement in the 
direction of the hornzontal shear us usually referred to as DU s H p08 0 The 
presence of such sl up results on incomplete interact~on between the 
composite elementso In order to analyze composite beams with incomplete 
interactnon 9 the relationship between shear and sl up of the shear connection 
must be knowno Although it is possible p though dufficult p to determone thus 
re1atfionsnap directly from beam tests 9 most of the avanlable data have been 
obtaaned from push-out testso ~n genera1 9 the shear-s1 op characteristics of 
a shear connection are a functDon of the concrete strength and the type and 
domensaons of the shear connectorso A typica! 5hear~sl up curve an a push-
out test !s shown in Fogo 10 This curve may not represent exactly the 
behavior of the same shear connector in a beam; however p for smal~ 510psv 
analyses based on the shear-s!~p relation from push-out tests are general~y 
sat Hsfactoryo 
~t can be seen from Fago 1 that even a flexible shear connector 
behaves more or less elastically up to a certa~n pOBnto Beyond th~s point9 
which may be denoted as yielding of the shear connector p the Slope of the 
curve decreases continuously and rather rapidly until the ultimate capacity 
is reached 0 For relatovely smal1 slipsv it may not be unreasonab]e to 
assume a linear shear-51 ~p relationshipo On this basisp elastic analyses 
of composite beams were made by StUssi (4) and by Newmark v Siess and Voest (7)0 
-3-
At the same time v ultomate strength ana]yses were also developed on the 
basis that the shear connectors possess suff~cient strength and ductil ity 
(2) (10)0 ~n many cases g however g these ultimate strength analyses tend 
to overestimate the flexural strength of the composite sectiono 
There are reasons to bel neve that current design procedures which 
are based on the elastsc analysDs tend to resu]t on overconservatave and v 
hence s uneconomical des!gnso The resu~ts of severa~ tests have substantially 
supported this argument by showing that the ultimate capacity of a composite 
beam does not decrease sDgn~focant~y fif shear connectors are allowed to yield 
at the same time or after the yoeldong of the stee] beamv but before the 
ultimate capacity of the composote beam os reached 0 ~n other words p an 
amount of slip greater than the currently specifoed va~ue could be tolerated p 
and the so-called ijgusefu] capacotyBD goven by present AASHO specifications 
for the design of the shear connectIon cou!d be oncreased so that the 
utl ~mate capacuty of a composote oeamo or a substantoa~ part of fitv could 
stsl1 be developed by using a re~atfive~y smaiUer number of shear connectorso 
Schemat~ca!1y the odea can be expressed as on fogo 2v on which load-
deflect~on curves are drawn qua~ otative]y to show the effects of varying the 
stsffness of shear connect~on on the behavfior of a s~mply-supported com-
posite beam ~oaded at the modspano 
~t 6S be] seve then that v before any conc~usDon can be drawn re-
garding the val ~dity of such a design approach g a theoretocal analysHs is 
desirable to prov!de basnc information concernHng the behavnor of such 
beams when they are loaded to s~ch a ]evel that both the beam and the shear 
connection are beyond the e]astoc rangeo A method for analyzong composite 
beams having these characteristDcs !S deve]oped and presented nn Chapter 20 
This method can best be demonstrated v as has been done fin Chapter 3 v by 
-4 ... 
applying it to suitably chosen examples for which substantial experimental 
data are availableo !f the analytica] solutions agree well with the test 
results D the method of analysis can then be used to analyze a number of beams 
for selected ranges of variab1eso The results of such analyses may lead to 
a better unders~anding of the factors whoch affect the behavior of such 
beams and v at the same tome p provnde a sound basos on which the results of 
a few tests might be extended to the wider range of variables encountered in 
hoghway bridgeso 
102 Object and Scope 
The object of this study has been the development of a numerical 
procedure for the analysis of simply-supported and flexura11y-loaded com-
posite T-beams wBth inelastic shear connectiono The procedure can be used 
to analyze the behavior of such beams in both the elastoc and inelastic rangeo 
The procedure has been developed primarsly for research purposes; 
it is not 1 ikely to be suitable for design applicatoonso The ana]ysis 8S 
intended to provide information on the foltowong items~ 
1) The effect of shear connector parameters -- such as ioad=s1ip 
characteristocs of the shear connectors and their spacnng 
along the beam -- on the degree of interaction of a composHte 
beamo More spec i fica 11 y f) the effect of nay n e] d fi ng8& of shear 
connectors on the behavior of such beams under flexural 
loadongo 
2) The effect of beam parameters -- such as geometrnca] properties 
of the composite sections and mechanical properties of the 
materials -- on the behavior and strength of a composote beamo 
3) The effect of loading parameters -- such as the posstion v type 
and magnotude of the ]oading -= on the behavoor of composnte beams 0 
... 5 ... 
The study, in general 9 involves the fol1owsng phases~ 
1) The development of a general procedure for studying the 
behavior and determining the load-carrying capacity of 
flexural1y-loaded, simply-supported composite beams with an 
inelastic shear connectiono 
2) The development of a master computer program for carrying out 
numerical calculations of the analysiso The program is coded 
in IBM 650 computer Janguageo 
3) The development of a supplementa1 program for the ~BM 650 
computer to compute and store on magnetic tape the information 
on the relationships of forces v moments v curvatures and 
strains of composite sections satisfying the conditions of 
equilibrium and compatibil it Yo 
4) The application of the computer program to obtain solutnons 
of a few illustrative exampleso 
Altho~gh the equations d~r8ved in Chapter 2 are general in natureD 
that is, they are applicable to all sampiy-supported composBte T-beams wnth 
flexural loadingv calculations made in this thesis are only for beams having 
the following characteristics~ 
1) The cross section of the steel beam is symmetroca(o 
2) The shear connection is assumed to be provided by flexible 
shear connectors spaced eq~al1y along the length of the beams 0 
3) The beams are assumed to be loaded flexuraily by concentrated 
loads at a single point or at two symmetrical poantso 
The study has not considered the creep and shrijnkage effects of 
the concrete elements nor the strain-hardening effect of the steel 9 although 
they can be considered in the analysiso 
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The computer program has been so developed that it is able to 
handle any set of composite sections having symmetrical cross sect~on of 
the steel ~-beamo 
Chapter 2 presents a brief historical review of some analytical 
methods used for the analysis of composite beamso This discussion is 
followed by a detailed presentation of the method of analysiso Three 
illustrative examples are solved in Chapter 30 The solutions of these 
examples are compared wnth the available test results in Chapter 40 The 
description of the computer program is given in Appendox Ao 
1 ~3 Notat i on 
The letter symbols are defined un the text where they first appear 
and are 1 isted here for convenient referenceo 
a = 
= 
= 
= 
a parameter for the cross-section of a composite beam 
1 1 z2 (~+~+ EEi) 
b b s s 
cross-sectional area of the steel beam 
cross-sectoonal area of the concrete slab 
b = width of the concrete slab 
b U = wBdth of the fianges of the stee1 beam 
B •• = an element of matrix B 
iJ 
= 
i 1 (as. + -k + -k ) 
! n i+l 
for = j 9 
= for n-j = 
= for j ... ! = ~ l) 
= o otherw i se 
b (aF n + n ) f 0 • .. = + --- or ! = J l) 
!J Y lKi LK i +1 
n 
= GID-
LK. 
! 
for i ... j = III 
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n for j .... i 1 1) = 
.,. LK~ = 
J 
= 0 otherw i se 
cb J c = distances between the respective centroidal axes of the s 
steel I-beam and the concrete slab and the contact surface 
between the beam and slab 
d = th i ckness of the concrete slab 
Eb 1I E = modu 1 i of e 1 as tic i ty of the materials for the beam and the s 
slab 1/ respectively 
Fb J Fs = horizontal direct forces acting at the centroids of the 
cross~sectional areas of the beam and the slab, respectively 
F /.\ = horizontal direct force acting at section (i) of the beam 
~ I ) 
and of the slab 
F = total direct force at a cross-section of the steel I-beam y 
f 
f 
cy 
h 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
under the condition of uniform yielding = Ab~y 
a dimensionless quantety = F/Fy 
concrete compressive strength 
Ily i e 1 dBi s tress of concrete for the idea] i zed stress -s tra in 
curve 
depth of the steel i-beam 
moments of inertia of the beam and the slab, respectively 
k parameter for the stiffness of a shear connector = F 
k! kBI 
~9 ~J respectively 
y y 
Y 
stiffness of a shear connector p representing the slopes of 
the first, second» and third straoght-l ine segments of an 
ideal ized slip curve (See Figo 1) 
L = span length of composite beam 
M = external moment applied to composite beam 
... 8-
Hb D Hs = moment of flexural stresses in the beam and the slab!) 
respectively 
M = yield moment of composite beam computed on the assumption 
cy 
M 
of complete interaction 
= fully plastic moment of composite beam cu 
H = yield-moment of steel Y 
~ ... beam = 2I b(\/h 
m = dimensionless quantity = HIM y 
m = parameter for moment = J M (x)dx 
s 
n = number of shear connectors in a beam 
P = concentrated load acting on a beam 
Pd = equivalent c.onc.entrated load at midspan of a..:beam having 
effects somilar to those caused by uniformly distributed 
dead load 
Q = shear force on a shear connector 
~!) \ = values of shear force corresponding to the first and 
second breaks of the ftdealozed shear-s1 sp ~urve for a 
shear connector (Figo ]) 
~ = assumed ultimate value of shear force for a shear connector 
s = spacing of shear connectors 
t = thnckness of the flange of the steel ~ ... beam 
v = direct force en shear connector 
Vb~ Vs = vertical shear for the beam and the slab~ respectijveiy 
VL = vertical reaction at left support of a beam 
w = thickness of the web of the steel ~-beam 
x = distance from the left support to a cross-sect~on of the 
web of the steel ~ ... beam 
... 9 ... 
z = distance between the centroidal axes of the slab and the 
beam = C
s 
+ cb 
ex = dimensionless parameter for a composite beam 
M z 
= ...:L.... l:E1 
'7 = slip between slab and beam 
7p,7y = values of slip corresponding to the first and second breaks 
of the ideal ized shear-slip curve for a shear connector 
(F i g. 1) 
8 = deflections of beam 
€b' €bb = strains at top and bottom fibers of steel beam, respectively 
€ = crushing strain of concrete 
cu 
€ = Bl y ieldBi strain of c.oncrete for the ideal ized stress-strain 
cy 
€ 
Y 
ZEI 
cr 
s 
cr 
Y 
CPb lP CPs 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
curve 
strains at bottom and top fibers of concrete slab, r~spectively 
yield strain of steel 
Eb1b + Es1s 
stress at top fiber of steel beam 
stress at bottom fiber of concrete slab 
yield stress of steel 
curvature of beam and slab~ respectively 
2€ Ih, curvature of steel beam corresponding to yield y 
moment, M y 
". __ ~~::~~:~~ez"~n:e Eoo. 
L ...... _II'--'-:..::...;.. <J c:::= lllinoiar 
BleB 2·~~3L 
2G3 r. ~:~~~e Str32~ 
TJ:::-C.s.;:.2., :=-:i.;:;'(;iz. .618{W 
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20 METHOD OF ANALYS~S 
201 Historical Review 
Theoretical treatments of composote beams deve~oped by prevoous 
investigators generally fall into the following two categories~ eiastic 
theory and ultimate strength theoryo Previous work on each category as 
described briefiy belowo 
Elastic Theoryo This type of analysis has been based on the 
assumptions of 1 inear stress=strain relations for the materaals and ~ onear 
shear-s1 ip relations for the shear connectorso Andrews (~) in 1912 assumed 
the absence of sl ip at the connectiono This implied complete interaction 
between the concrete and the steel sectionso The analysBs then followed 
directly the theory of transformed sections for reinforced concrete memberso 
Since this analysis provided a simple design procedure for composite beams» 
and its solutions have proved to be relatively sat~sfactory for cases 
where the bond between the steel and concrete is unbroken or where the 
connection has a relatively high stoffness v It has generaily been accepted 
for design purposeso Later g In the 1940°5 and ~9500sg considerable attention 
was given to the effect of connect~on slip on the behavior of composIte 
beams 0 The presence of such sl ip causes incomplete interaction between the 
concrete and stee1 sectsonso By provoding suatable stfiffness for the shear 
connection v a linear relationship between shear and s]op may reasonab]y be 
assumed 0 On this bas8s p several elast!c analyses were proposed (4)v (5)v 
GO Stussi (4) arrived at a set of simu~taneous 
equations by consodernng that the shear connectors are p]aced at d~screte 
points along a beamv while Newmark (7) derived a differentia] equatnon by 
assuming a continuous shear connectnono These ana1yses v which were based 
-11 ... 
on the consideration of the incomplete interaction of the composite section g 
have provided a logical basis for the design of the shear connectiono 
Ultimate Strength Theoryo The condition of statical equil ibrium 
of all the forces on a cross-section of a beam under static load suggests 
that the maximum flexural capacity of a beam couid be mobil ized by letting 
the flexural stresses of the section reach their ultimate valueso Based 
on this concept and on the suitably idealized stress vSo strain relation-
ships of the material, several ultimate strength analyses have been developedo 
Among others, StUssi (2) assumed conti-nuous 1 inear strain distribution 
through the full depth of the composite cross-sectiono in so doing~ con-
sideration was given to the effects of concrete failures prior to full 
plasticizing of the steel section and of the strain-hardeningo Siess and 
Viest (10) assumed that at the maximum flexural capacity, each element of 
the cross-section has reached the fully plastic state of stresso This type 
of analysis, dealing with the ultimate stage of composite beams~ provided a 
relatively simple criterion for the design of such beamso Nevertheless p 
considerable uncertainty is involved because of the fact that the compati-
bil ity requirements for the cross-section may not be satisfiedo 
202 Basic Assumptions 
The type of composite beam considered in this investigation is 
shown in Figo 30 The principal assumptions made in this analysis are as 
follows: 
1) Upon 10ading~ the steel ~-beam and the concrete slab are 
assumed to deflect equally at all points along their lengths; 
that isp they have equal curvatures at any sectiono 
2) The distribution of strains is linear throughout the depth 
of the slab itself and of the ~-beam itself~ however p the 
... 12-
strains are not, in general, 1 inear through a section of 
the composite beam. 
3) The shear connection between the slab and the I-beam is assumed 
to be provided by shear connectors placed at discrete points 
along the length of the beam. The shear-s1 ip curve for a 
shear connector is approximated by three straight-l ine segments 
as shown by broken 1 ines in Fig. 1. 
4) The stress-strain relationship: for the steel (both the steel 
beam and the concrete reinforcing bars) is trapezoidal as 
shown in Fig. 5. The stress-strain curves in tension and in 
compression are assumed to be the sameo 
5) The stress-strain relationship for concrete in compression is 
assumed to be trapezoida1 as shown in Fig. 6. 
6) Concrete does not resist tensiono 
7) The beam is assumed to reach the ultimate stage when 
a) the curvature computed at any section of the 
beam reaches a certain sufficiently large value p 
b) the concrete strain equals the assumed crushing 
strain, or 
c) the slip of shear connector reaches an intolerable 
magnitude" 
8) The sign conventions are as follows: 
a) For normal forces - positive for tensiono 
b) For moments in the beam ... positive for moment 
producing tension in the bottom fibero 
c) For horizontal shear in the connection - positive 
for shear tending to cause a relative movement 
for two sections in the manner as shown in Figo 40 
... 13-
d) For the coordinate system ... positive to the 
right and up .. 
2.3 Equilibrium and Compatibilityo 
Equations of Equilibriumo Consider the equilibrium of a section 
of composite beam of length x contained between the left end support and 
. (. )* h· h· . d b h· th d ·+1 th h pOint 8 W IC IS mB way etween tel, an I sear connectorso A 
free body diagram is shown in Fig .. 70 From statics p the following conditions 
must be satisfied: 
For the slab, EM(i) = 0 
s. 
Vsx = ... (Fs) (i) Cs + (Hi) (i) + (VI + 000 + Vi _1 + Vi) zL 
(1) 
For the beam, EM(i) = 0 
s. 
Vbx = (F b) (i) cb + (Mb) (i) ... (V 1 + 000 + Vi - 1 + Vi) zL 
... (V 1 + 0 0 0 + Vi ... 1) s i _ 1 ... 0 0 0 ... V 1 s 1 (2) 
Summing Eqso 1 and 29 one obtains 
noting that 
(V s + Vb) x = V L x = M ( i ) 
and 
* Note that (i) in parentheses refers to the point between two shear 
connectors.. When the parentheses are omitted p' reference is to the pORnt 
at the shear connectoro 
... 14-
which is constant in the interval, and further letting 
the following equation is obtained 
(4) 
Equations of Compatibil it Yo Consider now the deformed shape of 
a section of a composite beam contained in the interval between the ith and 
i+l th shear connectorso As shown in Figo 8 9 the relation for the deformation 
at the horizontal section through the shear connection can be written as 
or 
Sj + J 
s. 
I 
€s dx + 7 i+1 = r. + s. I I 
s. 
I 
(5) 
Equation 5 contains four unknown quantities 9 namelY9 sl ips of the 
jth and i+l th shear connectors p and the strain distributions along the 
bottom fiber of the concrete slab and along the top fiber of steel beam 
within the interval consideredo ConsequentlYD the solution of Eqo 5 
requires three additional conditions, whsch are furnished by Eqso 3 and 4 
and by the assumed condition that the curvatures of the concrete s~ab and 
of the steel beam are the same at any sectlon within the interval 0 Now 9 fif 
the properties of material can be assumed 1 inearly elastic e that iS 9 
(j = E € S S S 
-15-
where Q. shear force .th connector = on I I 
slip of .th connector r· = I I 
k. = proportional constant I 
E = modulus of elasticity 
and subscripts band s refer to the beam and the slab p respectivelYD 
then Eqo 5 becomes 
from Eqo 3 
Qj = F (i) "" F (i ... 1 ) 
and from the one-dimensional beam theory 
M c 
cr =""E....+~ 
s A I 
s s 
(Sa) 
where ~ and A denote the moment of intertia and the area of a cross-section p 
Eq. Sa then has the form 
F(O,+l) 1 1 FC· 1) 
_ _ "" ( __ + _) F +1" 
k i+1 k i+1 k j (i) k i 
= r 
o 
So 
I 
(Sb) 
The condition of equal curvatures in the beam and the slab pro-
vides the relation: 
written~ 
where 
... 16 ... 
If the beam is assumed to be prismatic~ Eqo Sa can then be 
F O+1) + 1 1 GO F(i-l) k (-k- + -k + as.) F (0,) k. 
i+l i+l i! I 
= ~I J H(x) dx 
5_ i 
(6) 
Obviouslyp the validity of Eqo 6 requires that the materials be 
1 inear~y elastico This limitation greatly restricts the use of the equatHon 
for the investigation of the behavior of composite beams where the material 
may be stressed beyond the elastic rangeo ~t is possible~ however D to denote 
the relations of stress vso strain or shear vso s1!p in the full range of 
load~ng by continuous functionso In so doingS) a set of highlY nonlinear 
equations will be obtainedo The solutions for such equations !nvolve com-
plicated mathematical techni.qu.es g even though only approximate soiutions 
are to be obtainedo ~t is desirable then to develop a relatively simpler 
analytical technique to haridle a set of linear equat~ons which g by suitably 
varying the coefficients at different loading stages p wil~ take into 
account the effects of oey ielding 88 of the material 0 The varoataon of 
coefficients in Eqo 6 9 which is 1 inear!) can be done by considering the cases 
which are generally encountered when a composite beam is loaded beyond the 
elastic rangeo 
Case 1 ~ The entire composite beam remaons elastic!) but the shear 
connectors may be stressed beyond elastic rangeo ~f it is assumed that the 
shear-51 ip curve for a shear ctinnector can be. ideal ized by three straight 
-17 ... 
1 ines as shown in Figo' 1, then the following three cases must be con-
sidered: 
Q. < Q 
I - 1> 
Qj > <ly 
For Q. < Q, Eq. 6 applieso 
I - -p 
For ~ < Qj ~ ~, according to Eqo 5, Eq. 6 must be modified to 
the following form: 
F(i+l) + (1 1 ) ... FO- 1) 
k -k-+-k'. + as. F(.,) k.' i+li+l ii"
-...LJ M(x) dx + (~ ... "I ) 
- ~E I k I I P i (7) 
s. 
I 
where kl, as shown in Figo 1, represents the slope of the second straight 
1 ine segment of the shear-s1 ip curve, and the term (?:P..ki' - '1 ). represents p I 
the amount of sl ip to be corrected for in the equation for the interval 
between jth and i+l th connectorso A positive sign for this term~ corresponds 
to a positive value of Q .. It is obvious then that the equation in the 
I 
interval between j ... l th and jth connectors must be modified similarly as 
fo 11 ows: 
M(x) dx + (~kl - '1 ). P I (8) 
For Qj > ~, by the same argument, Eqo 6 for the interval between 
jth and i+l th connectors must be modified to 
... 18 .... 
F(j+l) 1 1 F O- 1) 
+ (-k + -kll + as.) F (oJ) ... 
k i+ 1 i+l i I k
i
j
l 
(9) 
= z~ll M(x)dx:!: (~- I'y)j 
s. 
I 
and that for the interval between j_l th and ith connectors must be modified 
to 
:m 1 1 F O-2) 
.... k'.' + (-ki I + -k + as. "" 1) F (. 1) - k 
I i .... 1 8 1- i ... l 
(10) 
--LJ M (x)dx + (~kl' ... 1y): 
- L:E i a 
s. 1 1-
Case 2: A portion of the composite beam has been stressed beyond 
the elastic rangeo If this portion is within the interval between the jth 
and u+l th shear connectors g then p instead of using Eqo 6 for this interva1 9 
it is suggested that Eqo l1p which follows directly from Eqo 59 be used 
for this interval: 
(i 1 ) 
A suitable value for the term 
can be obtained by using a technique which will be described in Sectijon 2070 
For cases where ~ < Qj ~.~ and Qi > ~9 modifications simnlar to those for 
Case 1 can be usedo 
... 19 ... 
2.4 Simultaneous Difference Eguations 
Since Eq. 6 represents the typical equation for the panel bounded 
b h 0 th d 0+1 th h 0 . h h b f h y tel an I s ear connectors, It IS apparent t at t e nurn er 0 t e 
panels considered for the analysis of a composite beam d~termines the number 
of equ~tions to be solved. Consequently, at the beginning of the loading, a 
set of simultaneous equations of the following type can be set up for a beam 
having n-1 panels, that is, n shear connectors: 
1 
+ (as 1 ] 1 1 
= ~IJ M (x)dx GO ~ F (0) + ~ +~) F (1) ... k F (2) 2 s1 
1 1 1 1 
= I:~ I J M (x) dx 
... k2 F (1 ) + (as 2 + k + k) F (2) .. k3 F (3) 2 3 ' s 2 
. . . 
_IF +(as+_1 +-1-)F 1 F -ZJM(X)dX 
.... k. (i .... l) i k. kO+1 (i)'" kO+1 (i+l) - EEl I I I, IS. 
I 
• • ., fI 0 0 0 o· 0 • • 0 
• ., 0 • 0 fJ ••• 
1 ( 1 1) 1 zJ 
... k'" F (n-2) + aS n_1 + k'" + k F (n-1) ... k F en) = EEl . M'(x)dx 
n-1 n-1 n n s 1 
n-
Using th~ end conditions 
F (0) = 0 and F (n) == 0 
and denoting Bij as the coefficient of F (j) in jth equation, and further 
Jetting 
=J so 
I 
M(x)dx 
(12) 
.... 20 ... 
One finds that Eqo 12 can be written in the form: 
B 11 B12 
B21 B22 823 
B32 B33 834 
B43 B44 B45 
B •• 
g I 
B (n-1) (n-2) B (n-l) (n-l) 
-
m(1) 
.-
m (2) 
-
m (3) 
-
m (4) 
z 
-:-
l:E1 o 0 0 0 
or in matrix notation: 
[B] {F'} : E~ ~ (m) 
F(1) 
F (2) 
F (3) 
F (4) 
o 0 0 0 
<I 0 0 /) 
F' (n-l ) 
(13 ) 
(14) 
-21-
The unknown quantities F (i)' which are to be determined for the given values 
of m(i)~ as shown in Fig. 7, are the direct forces act~ng at the centroids 
of the cross-section,of the concrete slab and the steel beam in the interval 
b h · th- d· +1 th h . etween tel an I s ear connectors. With the values of F (i) obtained 
for each loading level, it is possible to find the corresponding values of the 
shear and sl ip for each shear connectoro Furthermore s as will be discussed 
in Section 2.8, the values for stress, strain, curvature and deflection for 
each cross-section at each loading level can also be determined. 
Matrix B in Eq. 14 is a symmetrical band matr'ix. The property 
of symmetry is independent of either the Rly ielding 8i of the shear connectors 
or the yielding of the beam. This can easily be verified by noting that 
the yielding of the beam affects only the terms in the main diagonal of 
[8], and the lIy ielding·' of shear connectors causes the changes in the off ... 
diagonal terms, which remain symmetrical after the changes; therefore, in 
Eq .. 13 
B •• = B •• !J J I for F j 
2.5 Method of Analysis ... General 
For convenience of analysis, it is desirable to express the 
unknown quantities F (i) in the dimensionless formo Without losing general ity, 
Eq. 6 can be written: 
( 15) 
... ~ F (1+1) - ~J ~ d 
k i+1 'Fy - ~EI s. M x I Y 
-22 ... 
where, F ::: A'(J' y b y 
(J" ::: yield stress of steel y 
M ::: yie Id moment of the stee 1 beam y 
21 b(J' 
::: ~ h 
h ::: depth of the steel beam 
Denoting 
one can rewrite, Eqo 15 in the following form: 
1 f +{ F +L+_l_f 
... Ko! ("."'1) as 01 K K (0) Y i i+1 ! 
( 16) 
... _1_ f - ~J M(x)dx 
Ki+ 1 {i+1) - EE:i Sa M 8 Y 
Nowt} if it can be assumed that the distribution of strains along the length 
of the panel is linear 9 which is true for a beam loaded in the elastic 
range by concentrated loads acting at the connector ~ointsp but is on1y 
approximate in the inelastic range of the beam~ then 
~. (€b - €sl dx = [(€b) (i) - (€s) (i)] Sj 
8 
or ~. 
i 
(i 8) 
where (€b)(i)P (€s) (i) and H(i)P as shown in Fegso 7 and 8 9 are the strains 
and moment at ponnt 0) which is the midpoint of the pane] bounded by 
... 23-
connectors i and i+1. For the case in which n shear connectors are assumed 
to be spaced equally along the span length p L, of the beam, 
L 
= s = s = -n ... 1 n = s. = I 
Equation 16 can now be written in the dimensionless form: 
... L~. f(i_l) + (aF + L~ + LKn ) f(i) ... LKn f(i+l) = ex m(i) (19) 
I Y i i+l i+l 
where 
and 
M z 
ex -...L. 
- EEl 
Consequently, Eq. 13 can be written in the following dimensionless form 
b ll b I2 f (1 ) 
b21 b22 b23 f (2) 
b32 b33 b34 f (3) 
=a 
b i (i-l) b .. b i (i+l) f o)-I I 
...... 
f (n-1 ) 
where for F j b .. = b .. 
I J J I 
m (1 ) 
m (2) 
m (3) 
o 0 Cf () 
m (i) 
(20) 
Since it is necessary to find the solutions of Eqo 20 at different 
levels of loading, the values for m(i)' which can be denoted as loading 
... 24 ... 
parameters, must be of incremental type~ ~n order that the correct values 
of mO) corresponding to the yielding of the beam or the i8y ieldingD' of each 
of the shear connectors can be used p a trial and error procedure must be 
adopted~ For an equation like Eq. 20 9 which has a symmetrocal band matrix p 
the numerica! work can be simplified considerablyo The method of 10near 
corrections which has proved to be powerful for the type of equations con-
sidered, can be described briefly as follows: 
1 ) '* '* Assuming f(l) = f(1)9 where f(l) is a trial valuep then from 
the jth equation p one obtains a set of assumed solutions 
'* f 0+1) = 
'* where f (i-I) for the first equation is zero~ 
2) Since the last equation may not be satisfied p the resodual 
can be computed: 
Therefore 
'* f (1 ) m(i> 0 
.. 0. 
f(2) m (2) 0 
=Q 
'* f O) m (i) 0 b •• ! I 
where 
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3) Assuming now f(l) = 1 and (m} = 0, one obtains another set 
-J..-k 
4} 
of assumed solutions, f(i)' which satisfy the following 
equation: 
b •• 
I I 
-J..-k 
f (2) 
-J..-k 
f O) 
f-A-k 
b (n ... l) (n-2) b (n .... 1) (n-l) (n-1) 
-A-k b f** + b f-A-k 
R.(n-l) = (n ... l) (n-2) (n ... 2) (n ... l) (n-l) (n ... 1) 
= 
0 
0 
0 
-J..-k 
R (n-1 ) 
The actual solutions can then be obtained by requiring the 
total residual for the last of Eqo 20 to be zero, therefd.re~ 
by doing 1 inear correction, one obtains 
where 
* ** (f) = (f ) + ~ (f ) 
~ = 
* -R (n-l ) 
-J..-k 
R (n-1 ) 
Although this method facilitates considerably the numerical solution 
for Eqo 20, the accumulated truncatioD errors become critical as the number 
of equations increases. For this reason, the method of simple relaxation 
was used, since it also leads to rapid convergence of the solutions but 
the truncation errors are much smallero 
... 26 ... 
206 Method of Analysis - Elastic Case 
Consider now the case where a composite beam is loaded by a single 
concentrated load acting at point jo The moment diagram due to th6S loading 
can be drawn as shown in Figo 90 It is assumed that the beam has not been 
stressed beyond the elastic ranges but the shear connectors may have became 
ine~astico The first trnal value for m. can reasonably be taken as equal 
J 
to unitY9 since the composite beam certain1y does not yield for this value 
of mo s then J 
and n;"" i ; 1 m. 
n ... j + '2 J 
for 
for 
<j 
>" 
_J
Equat ion 20 can read i 1 Y be so 1 v'ed for the va 1 ues of f (! ) 0 With these 
solutions o the shear for each connector can be obtained from the equation~ 
(21 ) 
~f the va1ues of Qi are all less than ~D the solut8ons obtained are the 
correct ones corresponding to the trial value of moo Thus completes the 
J 
solutions for the first load levelo To obtain the solutions for the sub-
sequent load levels o m. is oncreased by an increment ~" which can be J J 
adjusted so that the correct solutions can be obtained for each load ]eve1 
when any computed connector shear Qi reaches ~ or ~ from a lower value 
corresponding to the solution of the previous load level p or when the 
computed flexural stress at the bottom fiber of the erotical sectffon of 
the steel beam reaches the yield pointo ~f a set of so]utoons us obtaffned 
at a load 1evel where some of the Qi reach Qp or ~p modificataons sumuiar 
-27-
to those of Eqso 7 through 10 must be made for the equations involved, 
before the next loading stage can be assumedo However p if a set of 
so,lutions is obtained at a stage where the stress in the steel beam reaches 
the yield point~ modifications similar to those of Eqo 11 must be made p and 
the subsequent computations follow the procedures for the inelastic case of 
the beam which is described in the next sectiono 
The poss i b i 1 i ty of 8_~y i e 1 d i ng" of the concrete slab pr i or to that 
of the steel beam is not considered, since it is not likely to occur in 
practiceo 
207 Method of Analysis- Inelastic Case 
In this case, consideration will be given to the effects of both 
the Ul y ieldingB' of the shear connectors and the yielding of the composite 
beamo The treatments on the effects of the e'y ielding l1 of the shear con-
nectors are essential1y the same as that in the elastic caseo Additional 
considerations are given to the effects. of the yie1ding of the composite 
beamo In general, the quantities €b and €s can no longer be expressed 
uniquely in terms of the forcing parameters for the whole inelastic rangeo 
Different expressions are required to satisfy the conditions of both 
equil ibrium and compatibil ity for different cases of the stress distribution 
in a composite sectiono For practical purposes~ the contributions of the 
reinforcing steel in the concrete slab to the bending moment can be assumed 
to be negl igibleo Therefore, the fundamentai cases of stress distributions 
which need be considered in a composite section are shown in Figo 10 9 in 
which the corresponding strain distributions are also showno The follownng 
notation is used: 
= strain of the top fiber of the concrete slab 
= strain of the bottom fiber of the concrete slab 
... 28 ... 
€b = strain of the top fiber of the steel beam 
€bb = strain of the bottom fiber of the steel beam 
CPs = curvature of the concrete s ~ ·ab at the section 
CPb = curvature of the s·tee 1 beam at the section 
€ 
cy = "yielding
ll strain of concrete in· compression as is shown 
in Fogo 6 
€ = yielding strain of steel y 
€ = crushing strann of concrete cu 
h = depth of the steel beam 
I 
d = depth of the concrete slab 
t = thickness of the flange of the steel beam 
w = thickness of the web of the steel beam 
bO = width of the flange of the steel beam 
b = effective width of the concrete slab 
The fundamental cases shown in F~go 10 can b~ expressed as follows: 
For the concrete slab: 
1 ) /€ssl < I€ ,I cy d P and lEss I > cP d· 
- s 
2) I € s sIs I € cy I 8 but I€ss I < cP d s 
.... \ 
I€cyl < '€ ' < '€ ' ..;j) Iss! I. cu 19 and ' -
I >cpd lE:ss I 
- s 
4) l€cyl < I€ssl < l€cu! 1I but I€ss I < cP d s 
For the steel beam: 
.,}. 
5) (€y + CPb t) 2: Ebb > € 
- Y and "' I Ebb ... CPb hi.'::: €y 
6) 
€bb > €y + CPb t and !€bb - CPbhl .::: €y 
The cases where 
... 29-
> € , 
Y 
and 
are not considered, because for I€ J > I€ I and I€b l > € , the composite ss cu y 
beam has practically reached or exceeded its ultimate capacity; and for 
€bb < €y' the composite section is still in the elastic range, so that the 
procedure described in the previous section is still valid for this portion 
of the composite beam. 
Now let Ms' Fs' Mb , and Fb denote the moments and the direct forces 
in the cross-sections of the concrete slab and the steel beam, respectivelyo 
Then from the conditions of equilibrium and compatibility, the following 
expressions can be obtained for each case: 
For the concrete slab: 
Case /€ssl ~ l€cyJ and /€ssl ~ ~sd 
~ d 
( + _s_) 
€ss 2 F = E A s s s (22) 
(23) 
Case 2 l€ I < I€ I and I€ I < ~ d ss cy ss s 
(24) 
(25) 
Case 3 
F =EA € +-- € ... € + d { 1 [ J2} s s s cy 2~ s d 5 S cy ~ s (26) 
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Case 4 I € J < I € ,< I € I and I € I < m d cy 55 CU 55 ~s 
€ 
F: = E A (-EY ... € ) 
5 5 5 2 55 (28) 
M 5 5 cy 6 (cp d + € ) (€ - € ) + € (3cp d + 2€ ) (29) E I € [ ] 
5 = -d--- (CP
S
d)2 5 SS 55 cy cy 5 cy 
For the steel beam; 
Case 5 
(30) 
(31 ) 
Case 6 
EbAb [ b O (€bb 2 (b 9 -w) (€bb - <Pb t)2 ] Fb = -2- (€bb + €b) 
... CPbAb om €) + :- € y CPbAb y 
(32) 
Mb = Eb I b [<Pb -
b O (€bb 2 (3CPb h + 2€y ... 2€bb) 2 - € ) 
12CPb 1b Y 
(33) 
Since €b = €bb - CPb h and € = € + cP d p the quantities F 5 5S 5 S and M 5 
can be expressed in terms of €s and CPs; ssmilar1yp Fb and Mb can be 
expressed in terms of €b and CPb o Notice that € always has a negative ss 
... 31 .... 
va1ue since F cannot he tension.. It can be seen that from the physical 
s 
point of view, the quantities ~s and ~b must ~e real and positive for the 
type of composite beam consideredo Consequently, it is possible to express 
~ as fo 11 ows : 
s 
and m - m (M R € ) 
'f's - "'t'2 s" s 
(34) 
(35) 
for each case of strain distribution in the concrete slabo From these two 
equations, the expression for €s can be obtained: 
€ = € 1 (F J M ) 
s s s 
(36) 
Similarly, the following expressions can be written for each case of strain 
distribution in the steel beam: 
(37) 
(38) 
and (39) 
From Eq. 4, it can be written that for any section 
(40) 
If it is assumed that 
at any section of the composite beam in the inelastic range, then from 
Eqs. 35, 36, 38, and 39, the following expression can be derived: 
(41 ) 
Since 
Equation 41 can be written as: 
-32 ... 
..., F 
s 
From Eqso 40 and 42, it is possible to wrote 
Therefore 9 Eqso 36 and 39 can be rewritten as: 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
Theoretical1Y9 Eqso 45 and 46 can be derived for any combination of anyone 
of the cases for the concrete slab and anyone of the cases for the steel 
beam., If they are substi tuted into Eq., 119 then Eqo i 1 becomes 
(47) 
and the unknown F (i) can be found by solving a set of semultaneous equataons 
which consists of some:of the .. equatcons having, the form.of Eq., 470 
It is important to note that in general p some of the Eqsu 34 
through 46 are non-1 inearo Consequentlyp the functions ~lD ~29 €1~ E2 1) M19 
M29 etc.,!) may not be uniquely defined o if it is required that 
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cp~O 
F > 0 
M >0 
s 
Mb >0 
* and 
€b < € .... S 
then it may be possible to find unique expressions for Eqs. 45 and 46, but 
they wi 11 be nonl inear in general. This non1 inearity causes difficulty in 
solving the simultaneous equations. For this reason, no attempt has been 
made to derive Eq. 47 directly. Instead, a trial-and-error approach has 
again been used for finding suitable values for €b and €s for the inelastic 
port i on of the compos i te beam'. 
The procedure may be described as follows. If at the end of a 
certain loading stage, the stress at the bottom fiber of the steel beam is 
found to have reached the yield point at the critical section jD the state 
of stress in the panels bounded by sections j-1 and j and by sections j and 
j+l is considered to be in the inelastic range for the subsequent load levelso 
The problem then involves the following two phases ll namely: 
1) The determination of the correct values of 
,for these inelastic intervals. 
2) The solution of the simultaneous equations. 
It is now assumed that the distributions of strains €s and €b 
are still linear along the length of each of these panelso On this basis~ 
* For complete interaction €b :::: €s 
... 34-
the following approximation represented by Eqo 17 can still be used v th~t 
(17) 
From this expression, the f ~ rs t phase of the problem reduces to the deter .... 
mination of the values of (€b ... € ) at the midpoints of these pane 1 s,o s 
~ t is convenient to construct a table v the rows of which are values 
of c:p!> €b 9 Fll M9 € and (€b - € ) consistent with both equilibrium and s s !) 
compatibility requirementso That is v it is constructed on the assumption 
that 
c:p = c:p = c:p b s (48) 
for each sectiono Values of F9 M and € are tabulated for each value of c:p 
s 
with varying values of €bo With thos format!> one can assume the solut~ons 
of F for the inelastic panels and hence assume the corre~ponding values of 
(€b - €s) for the given load leve1 9 Mo The assumed values of (€b - €s) 
are then used in the simultaneouis equations and the equations are solved for 
the values of Fa ~f the computed values of F agree with the assumed ones 
for each of these inelastic panels v a tentative solution is sai~ to have 
been obtai nedo ~f II however.!) the computed values of F do not agree with the 
assumed ones, without changing the load leve]v a new set of F BS assumed 
for the nnelastnc panels and the corresponding values of (€b = €s) are 
determnned and used in the simultaneous equatoons for another trna]o These 
processes continue un~il a tentative solution is foundo The solution ijs 
then exami'ned for the occurrences of any new BlyieldinglB of the shear 
connectors or of the extension of the yieldang of the beam onto the adjacent 
elastic panelso !f neither of these occurs v the tentative soluteon found 
is considered to be a satisf~ctory one and a new loadung stage can be assumeda 
... 35-
Otherwise, the solution is regarded as satisfactory only for small load .. 
increments, which is used .after the beam becomes inelastico The equations are 
then modified for the new yielding, and a new loading stage is assumed .. 
After satisfactory solutions are obtained for a given loading stage, 
if it is found that the stress at the bottom fiber of the steel beam under 
connector point j~l or J+l has reached the yielding point, the interval 
between connector points j-2 and j-1 or j+1 and j+2 is considered in the in-
elastic range for the next loading stage.. Consequently, the whole procedure 
is repeated until anyone of the following cases occurs: 
1) The maximum curvature in the beam reaches certain specified 
2) 
magnitude R ~ , where 
m y 
R = a constant which can be specified arbitrarily, 
m 
but generally is greater than unity, and 
cp = 2€ /h y y 
The strain at top fiber .ofconcrete slab € reaches assumed 
ss 
crushing" strain € 0 
cu 
3) The shearing force for anyone of the shear connectors reaches 
certain specified value ~ll where ~ ~ Fyo This sign,ifies 
the beginning of the shear-off of the shear connectorso 
The 'beam is then said to be at the ultimate stage!) and the computations 
are stoppedo 
It is apparent that if the assumed values of F can be suitably 
chosen for each trial such that they are always in the neighborhood of the 
true solutions, the amount of computational work can be reduced considerablyo 
The technique for such an operation can be described easily if the schematic 
representation of the table, which contains the values o,f ~11 €b& F!) Mll €s~ 
and (€b ... €s) satisfying the requirements for equilibrium and compatibility, 
... 36 ... 
can be visual ~zedo It is des~rable then to expla~n first the pro~edures for 
setting up this tableo 
One may start out with a small value of ~p which can be set equal 
to Ro~yp where Ro.< 10 For a given value of ~p a set of va1ues of Fp M and 
Es can be obtained for different values of Ebo One can begin wath the 
assumed lowest value of Ebp ) oeo p 
om E 
Y 
From geometrY9 it is obvious that 
(49) 
Now fif Ebb < Eyo which represents the elastic case p then the quantities 
Fb and Mb can be com,puteo' by: 
(50) 
(51 ) 
However 0 if Ebb ~ Eyo Eqso 30 and 31 or Eqso 32 and 33 must be used depending 
on the magnotude of Ebbo From the equilibrium condotnon 
F = CD F = F b s (52) 
it os evident that Fb cannot be compression because otherwise the concrete 
slab would have to resist tens~ono Therefore p if Fb Is found negative p €b 
wi~] be increased by an amount ~€bo The process beginning with Eqo 49 os 
then repeated until a positIve Fb os foundo 
For each positive value of Fb and its corresponding Mb o there os 
a correspondong set of values of ES and Mso They can be obtained by using 
... 37-
Eqso 48» 52 and any pair of the Eqs. 22 through 290 
may be expressed by one of the following equations: 
from Eq. 22 
from Eqo 24 
From Eq. 26 
€ =+ 
SS 
and from Eqo 28 
E 
E 
ss 
= _ ..... F_ ... SE.5! 
E A 2 
s s 
= + ..1L.. 0 (cpd) ss \ E A-, s s 
J<- EF A ... € ) 2cpd ... cpd cy 
s s 
E 
F ~+....!2L 
€ss = ~ 0 € 2 
s s cy 
+ 
ConsequentlY9 € 
ss 
€ 
cy 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
The correct value of E which corresponds to the given value of F must 
ss 
satisfy the following conditions: 
1 ) E must be negative 
ss 
2) E + cpd > Eb P or E > Eb ss s 
3) The value of € 
ss 
must comply wi th the 1 imitations specified 
for the case it representso 
The first condition can always be satisfied for any positive value of F by 
noticying that E is always negative and by selecting the negative root 
cy 
in Eqo 54 or the positive root in Eqo 550 To examine whether the second 
and third conditions are satisfied!) one may start with Eqo 530 If the value 
of E obtained satisfies the conditions (1)-(3)9 the value of €s is then 
ss 
computed by the expression 
(57) 
... 38 ... 
Consequentiyv the quantity (€b - €s) can be computedo The corresponding 
M os obtanned by Eqo 230 The total moment M can then be computed by the 
s 
equ~l ibrium condition 
One now obta8ns a set of values of ~D €b v €sv (€b - €s)v Fv and M which 
satosfy the equalibriurn and compatibnlity condDt~onso The value of €b ~s 
then increased by an amount 6€b D and the process begonning with Eqo 49 ns 
repeated for computing another set of data with € remains unchangedo 
~f the value of € found by Eqo 53 does not satisfy conditions 
ss 
2 and 3 D Eqs~ 549 55 v and 56 are treed sequentially for the computatuon 
of € until the condit~ons (1)-(3) are satisfiedo ~f none of the values 
ss 
of € computed by these equations satisfies the spec8fied cond!tions D ~ is ss 
then increased by an amount ~o The whole procedure os then repeated by 
starting woth €b = - € 0 
Y 
This process continues until ~ reaches the value R ~ D whnch os 
m y 
defened to be the maximum tolerable curvature of the bearno The table ftS 
then considered to have sufficient data covering the who]e range of the 
state of stress on the composote beamo 
The schematic representation of the table is shown on Fogo 11 
The diagram is plotted With F against M for each contour of ~o The values 
of €b 9 €s and (€b - €s) are also known for each plottnng pointo These 
curves can also be plotted in the dimensionless form by usong quantoties 
~/~V9 F/F 9 HIM and (€b - € )/€ as the varoableso 
I Y Y s Y 
Once this table is available D the procedure for selecting sUDtab]e 
trial values of F can proceedo Cons Bder now that the interval between 
* * '* connectors j and j+l as on the inelastic rangeo. let CP{j)D F (j)D and M(j)D 
denote the cur~atureD normal forces and the total bending moment for the 
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section (j) at the end of the previous loading stage. Notice that the 
normal force is constant in this interval .. If the total bendi~g moment is 
increased by an amount 6M, i.e., 
one can reason that the solutions of F and ~ for the present loading stage 
may be expressed by 
* = F (j) + t::F (j) 
and 
* cp 0) = ~ 0) + .6cp (j ) 
with ~(j) ~ 0 and t::F (j) ~ o. The statement that ~ ~ 0 is justified by 
the fact that the curvatures are increased by the increase of external 
loads. The statement that.6f 0) ~ 0 is based on the fact that the shear 
force in each shear connector is increased due to the increase of the 
eX,ternal loads, i.e .. 1\1 
and 
Since 
it can be written then 
wi th 
* Q. = Q. + .6Q. 
! I ! 
.6Q.. ~ 0 
,I 
Qj = F (i) .,. F (i ... 1 ) 
t::F (0) = 0 
Metz Refersnc9 ~ccc 
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~. tis apparent now that N (0) wi 11 a 11 be 'pos 8 t ave if .6Q.o are pOS 8 t ftveo 6 _. I 
Based on thus argumentf) one reasons that the solutions of F (j) for the present 
'* ** 0 loading stage is bounded by F{j) and FU)f) !oeOf) 
'* oJ..-k 
or that the solution of ~ is bounded by ~(j)f) and ~(j)V Aoeo v 
* ** ~ (j) :s ~ (j) :s ~ (j ) 
oJ,.-k 
Where F (j) 85 the value of F for the point of intersect~on of the curve 
* * ** ~ = ~(j) and the 1 !ne M = M(j) + 6M(j)9 and ~(j) is the value of ~ corres-
.,;. 
pondijng to F(j) and M(j)9 (see Fogo 11)0 From this argumentf) the process 
for the selection of the proper trial value of F (J) can be narrowed down to 
the following steps~ 
1) For a given mementv MU)9 find the values .of Fv E:b9 €sp and 
(€b ... €s) for each contour of ~ beginning with a value of ~ Just sma]ler 
* ** than ~(j) to one just greater than ~(j)O This can be done by the ijnter-
polation of the tabu!ated values on the neoghborhood of M(j) for each 
~-curveo These va~ues constitute a sub-table for the p~lnt U)o 
2) From thss sub-tablef) any set of va 1 ues of ~9 €b v €s v and 
(€b ... € ) * ** can be found for any va 1 ue of F on between FC' and F to) aiong 5 J I U 
1 B ne M = M (j) by the method of interpolationo 
3) The firs t t r 0 a 1 value of F 85 assumed to be equal to oJ,.-k F (j) 
whnch corresponds '* to ~ = ~ (j) 0 
4) The correspondong va !ue of (€b - € ) is·· used in the j th s 
the 
equation of Eqo 12 or Eqo 200 Notoce that th 0 • th 8S J equation no longer has 
, .. 
the elastic formo 
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5) The simultaneous equations are solved. If the computed 
solutions of F (j) does not agree with the assumed one, the computed one is 
taken as the assumed one. Af,ter the corresponding values of cP, €b' €s' 
and (€b - €s) are computed by the interpolation fram the sub-table, step 4 
is repeated .. 
6) After each two successive trials, if it is found that the 
solution is diverging instead of converging, the 52-extrapolation method 
described by Aitken (3) is used to find the new trial value. This method 
simply says that in a iterative process, if a l' a and a +1 are three 
r- r r 
successive iterates, the true value a can be found by the expression 
o 
a = o 
(58) 
provided that at any trial cycle r, a is equal to a plus a single error 
r 0 
component, i.e .. , 
where c and b are constants. 
a = a + c(b}r 
r 0 
7) After a new trial value of F is obtained, the corresponding 
values of cP, €b' €s and (€b· ... €s> are computed by interpolation. The process 
is then returned to step 4. 
8) These procedures continue until a set of satisfactory 
solutions is found. 
9) If more than one panel is in the inelastic range, the same 
procedures apply, except that for each inelastic panel, sub-table must 
be constructed and F (i) must be assumed. 
Strictly speaking, the application of 52-extrapolation method to 
a iterative process of multi-degree freedom does not gua~antee a rapid 
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convergence of the solution v especially when the proc:esstends todevergeo 
However v sance this method does seem to improve the iterative solutoons when 
fit os appl led repeatedly!) it is used extensBvely Bn this ana]ys8so 
~t IS important to note that in each trial cycleD the assumed 
values of F themselves do not enter the actua~ computatoonal processes 0 Only 
theor corresponding values of (€b ... €s) are'used on the shnuitaneous 
equatoons for actua! computations 0 However p these·assumed F are compared 
wo'th the computed ones at the end of each cycle to determine' whether further. 
trfials are necessaryo 
~n this analys~s9 all the interpolations are performed by the 
lagrange onterpolation formula wath the assumptnon that the functoons to 
be interpolated lie on curves which can be'represented by a bnnomoalo 
Therefore e if f(x 1)v f(x2) and f(x3) are a sequence of values_correspond~ng 
to X~D x20 and x3 v then if x is an between Xl and x3 v f(x) can be inter-
polate~ by the ex~ression: 
3 
f (x) ~I 
j=l 
f (x.) 
J 
3 
n: 
8=0 
(i F j) 
(x - x 0) 
B 
(x. '"' x 0) J 8 
For the cases where extrapolation 8S required D linear extrapo]ation ~s usedo 
The preparatoon of the table containing the va~ues of ~D €b~ Fv HD 
etco D may be carried out in two dofferent wayso Depending on the properties 
of the computer used v a complete table may be prepared in advance so that 
it can be stored in the secondary storage unitv or separate parts of it may 
be constructed at each time when they are neededo ~f at is prepared in 
advance!) it can be re-used for the anaiysis of the similar composDte beamso 
Since the contents of the table depend only on the dimens!ons of the cross-
sections of the concrete s]ab and of' the steel beam and on the mechan~cat 
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properties of the materials, changes in the ~pan length p in the arrangement 
of the shear connectors and in the pattern of 10adi,ng have no effect what ... 
soever on the applicability of the tableo 
2.R. Results of Analysis 
Quantities Computed 
For a given composite beam, if the characteristics of the shear 
connection and the patterns of loading are known~ the following quantities 
can be obtained for each loading stage in the :e.L3st,iic'r'ang&= 
1 ) The norma 1 forces Fat each sec t i o'n 0 
2) The shear force Q for each shear connector, and the 
corresponding slipo 
3) The curvature ~ at .each sectiono 
4) The strains € at the extreme fibers of the concrete slab 
and of the steel beamo 
5) The deflection of the composite beam at each pointo 
At the J0ading stage where the composite beam begins to yield, 
the ratio MIM is computed for the critical section jp where 
cy 
M = total moment on the section j which causes the yielding 
of the beamo 
M = a magnitude of moment on section j which would cause 
cy 
yielding of the same beam having complete interactiono 
In the inelastic case, the quantities ~ and € are obtained on1y 
for the midpoint of each panel 0 Since the distribution of curvature along 
the length of each inelastic panel is no longer 1 inear even though'the 
moment diagram is still 1inear p the deflections computed for each midpoint 
of the panels may be regarded ~s approximate because of the assumption that 
the distribution of curvature along the length of the panel. is still linearo 
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It is important to realize that in the case of composite beams 
subject to flexural 10ad~ng~ unlike steel I-beams!) the begi~ning of 
yielding at a section does not induce a sharp increase in the curvature at 
the sectiono This means that the propagation of yielding in a composite 
section is not as rapid as in a steel ~ ... beamo ~n Fig~ 129 two M-cp curves 
are shown qualitativelyo The upper curve corresponds to a composote beam 
whi1e the lower curve corresponds to a steel I-beamo Both beams yield at the 
same moment!) M 0 For the steel beams p an increment of moment!) .6.Ml) beyond M y Y 
tnduces a sharp increase in ~9 whereas the curvature in t~e composite beam 
is increased only gradually for a similar increase in momento Therefore!) 
although th~ assumption of linear distribution of the curvature results in 
an approximate solution.for deflections!) it does not. induce significant 
errorso 
At the lIu1timate stageD1 !) the ratio MIM is computed for the 
cu 
critical section!) where 
M = total moment on the section 
M = fully plastic moment of the composite sectiono 
cu 
The procedures .for computing the quantitites discussed above are 
presented below: 
For the elastIC case: 
1) The quantitites F are found by solving the simultaneous 
equationso 
2) The quantities Q are computed as fol1ows~ 
woth F (0) = F (n) = 0 
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The slips 1 are computed as fo 11 ows : 
1 - ~ 
- k for IQ/ ~ ~ 
1 = + (1 + 
'IQj- ... ~ 
for /QI ~ ~ but > ~ 
- p k' ) 
/QI -~ /QI > ~ 1 = + (1 + kll ) for 
- y 
3) The curvatures ~ are determined by the equation 
M .. Fz 
~ = EE I 
for the elastic regions and by the trial~and-error procedure 
described in Section 2,.7 for the inelastic region" 
4) The strains €sss €s' €b and €bb are computed by the following 
equations for the elastic region: 
€ 
ss 
F 
= .. ~-
s s 
(M ... Fz)c 
s 
EEl 
= ... ..l:- + _(M_-_FZ_)_c ...... s 
E A EE~ 
s s 
= 
and by the trial-and-error procedure described in Section 207 
for the inelastic regiono 
5) The deflections for each point of the composite beam are 
computed by the numerical integration of the curvatures 
of the beamo 
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Presentat i on of Resu 1 ts.' 
~t is possible, therefore!) to plot the following curves from the 
r~sults obtained: 
1) Deflections vs applied load. 
2) 51 ips of connectors vs appl ied loado 
3) Distributions of slip at the shear connectors at each load 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
1 eve 1 0 
Curvatures vs applied loado 
Strains vs applied loado 
Ratios MIM and HIM vs beam. parameters for g:iven conditions 
cy cu 
of shear connectors and loading pattern. 
Ratios MIM and MIM vs shear connection parameters for a 
cy cu 
given beam and shear connectiono 
In the next chapter!) however, only the load .... deflection curvesf/ 
load-sl ip curvesf/ and slip distribution curves are plotted for the results 
of the illustrative problems analyzed!) because these curves have been 
considered suitable for: the comparisons with the test resultso 
~t is important to note that the loading stages are defined either 
by the yielding of the beam or by th~_ lIyieldingli of the shear connectorso 
Therefore!) the loadl,evel corresponding to the' Ulyieldingu. of any of the 
shear connectors can be found easl1yo 
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30 ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEMS 
301 Introductory Remarks 
In order to demonstrate the application of the procedures developed, 
it is desirable that suitable numerical €x~les be choseno As stated 
previously, the method.\~as developed for the analysis of the behavior of 
compos i te beams unde r stat i c II f 1 exu-ra 1 l-o-ad-ing.o S i nee the bes t way to 
verify a theoretical analy.sis is to-compare the results obtained from it 
with those obtained from tests,ltne-"properti'es of·the comp'osite beams and 
the loadings used in the illustrative problems were chosen to correspond as 
close.lyas possible to those of b'eams which had previously been-tested and 
for 'wh i ch fai rly: extens.iv,.e.data were·ava.ilable.. A. seri es.-of t.ests on 
full-size composi.te beams was coudueted at the University of Illinois during 
the per i od from 1947. to 1.950 and rather camp lete resu 1 ts were reported 
by'Viest ,l et ale (9) .. B.e.ams identified as B24W· and B21W in this report 
were selected for the illustrative problems analyzed herein p because they 
had uniform spacing of the shear connectors along their lengtho Both beams 
were constructed without shoring during the casting of the concrete slabs .. 
They were loaded to failure by a concentrated load at midspan, and were 
also tested for other patterns of loading within the elastic rangeo 
The analysis developed in Chapter 2 was used to compute the 
behavior of these beams at all stages up to failure, for a concentrated load 
at midspan. In addition, analyses of behavior up to first yielding of 
Beam B24W were made for a concentrated load at the quarter-point of the span 
for comparison with test data in this range of behavior (Section 401}0 The 
physical properties assumed in those analyses are given in Table 10 
The primary difference between the two beams analyz~d is in the 
design of the shear connectiono Beam B24W has a strong shear connection 
but Beam B21W has one which is extremely weako 
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It has been stated in Chapter 2 that for the convenience of the 
analys!s9 the stress-strain curves of the materials and the shear~slip 
~ 
curves of the shear connectors must b.e assumed sectionally 1 inearo For the 
il1ustrat.ive problems presented in Section 3029 fhe stress-strain relations 
for the steel and concrete have been measured and presented in Refo 90-
Also available are the shear-slip curves for· the-push-out specimens which 
had the same concrete strength and the same type of shear connector as those 
of the-comp.osite beams considered !n the problemso For the CI.nalyses of 
these ill us t rat i ve prob 1 ems 9 these ava n ab! e curves have been idea 1 i zed as 
fol1ows~ 
Stress-Strain Curv.es of Steel 
The stress-strain curve for the stee.19 shown in· Figo 5, is 
trap.ezoidal and is typical for mnd steel 0 The'numerica1 values for the 
yield stress p cr !) and yield strain!) € !) have been taken equa1 to the averag.e y y 
values measured from the coupon testso The effect of strain hardening has 
not been considered in the analysiso 
Stress-Strain Curves of Concrete 
The stress-strain curve for the concrete is idealized as shown 
in Figo 60 This idealization is based on the empirical formula developed. 
by Warwaruk et alo (14) 0 
Shear-Slip Curves of the Shear Connectors 
The idealized shear-slip curves for Beams B24W and B21W shown 
in F~go 13 are based on the data obtained from the push-out test ·on specimen 
4C3C9o Beams B24W and B21W and push-out specimen 4C3C9 had the same type 
of shear connectors!) consisting of 4-ino 504-1b rolled steel standard 
channels!) and they had cQrnparable average concrete strengths in the 
neighborhood of 5500 psi~ The ordinates of the ideal~zed shear-slip curve 
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for 821W have been reduced by one-third because the width of the shear 
connectors in this beam was only 4 inches instead of 6 inches as on the push-
out testo 
The method of ideal ization of the shear-51 ip curves is presented. 
in Appendix Bo Although the method is not a general one, that is, it does 
not cover the shear-s1 ip relations for other types of shear connectors, Et 
has proved to work satisfactorily for the particular type of shear connectors 
used in the analysis of the illustrative problemso 
302 Illustrative Problems 
Three illustrative problems have been analyzedo The physical 
properties of the beams used in the analyses are presented in Table 10 
Problem 1 - Beam with Strong Shear Connection 
As shown in Figo 14a, beam B24W was analyzed for a concentrated 
load appl ied at rnidspano The results of the analysis are presented in the 
form of load-deflection curves p load-sl ip curves and s1ip distribution curves 
as shown in Figso 15 9 20 and 22, respectivelyo The computations were 
terminated when the curvature of the beam equalled 3~ 9 where ~ is equal y y 
to 2€ /ho 
Y 
Problem 2 - Beam with Weak Shear Connection 
As shown in Figo 14b p beam B21W was analyzed for a concentrated 
load applied at midspano The results of the analysis are presented in Figso 
16 9 219 23 and 240 The computations were also terminated when the curvature 
of the beam equalled 3~ 0 
Y 
Problem 3 - UnsymmetricallY loaded Beam 
Beam B24W was analyzed for the effect of a concentrated load appl ied 
at approximately one-quarter point of the span as shown in Figo 14co The 
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analy'~·is. was carried out only for the range of elastac b.ehavior of the beam., 
The results are presented in F~gso 170 27 and 280 
303 Discussions of the Analytical Results 
With the exceptIon of probfem 3 0 the analyses were extended to the 
inel.a.s.t..i.ccase of the beamso The results are presented and doscussed,below 
in terms of load-deflection curves!) load ... sl ip curves ll and 's1 ip distribution 
curveso 
Load-Deflection Curves 
The load-deflection curves for the three problems are shown in 
Figso 15 9 16 9 and 170 On these curves ll point ~ denotes the first yielding of 
the beams!) and p.oints 10 20 3 0 etc.,o denote the first yfielding of the pairs of 
shear connectors 1Wo lEg 2W ll 2Eo 3W o 3E o etcol) respectively for problems 1 
and 2 (see Fago 14al) b) and the forst yielding of the shear connectors IWI) 2Wo 
3W ll 0 0'0 0 respectively for problem 3 (see Flgo 14c)0 The second yielding 
of the shear connectors is denoted by points l 01) 2°0 3 0 1) etc., The subsequent 
yielding of the adjacE;nt panels of the beams, are denoted by ~I) £1) .9..9 0 0 01) 
etco ~t can be seen that for problem 1 no yaelding of the shear connectors 
occurred before the fsrst yfieldang of the beam; the curve .is!) therefore!) a 
straight 1 ine up to poont ~o ~n the case of problem 21) because of the weak 
shear conne~tiono all of the shear connectors were stressed beyond their 
first yield va1ues before the first y~e1ding of the beaml) and in addfitionl) 
four end connectors were even stt~ssed to their second y~eld vaiueso For 
• .;1 .... ' 
problem 3 9 at the time the beam began to yoeld the horizonta~ shear to the 
left of the loading point was about'the same as that of the same beam 
loaded at midspan (problem 1)0 Howeverl) with only half the ,number of shear 
eonnectors avan1able to resist this shearl) all of the shear connectors in 
this region were stressed beyond their first yield valueso As a result 
of the yielding of the shear connectors g the load-deflection curves for 
problems 2 ,and 3 are not straight 1 ines before point!.o However!) only a 
slight deviation from 1 inearity .can be observed for these curves 'in this 
rangeo This can be expected because the effect of sl ip on the deflection of 
the beam is of secondary importanceo This becomes clear if one expresses 
the curvature of the beam as follows: 
(59) 
The first term on the right, which contributes to the difference of slip at 
a section (see Eqo 5), is generally much smaller than the second term for 
the elastic case unless the shear connection is extremely weako 
The computed firs t y i e 1 d loads for prob 1 ems 1 1) 2 and 3 a.re1) 
respectively, 78 kips, 5806 kips and 105 kips!) and the ratio!) M/M !) are 
I cy 
9407%, 9'05% and 9702%, respective1Y9 where M is the first yield moment 
cy 
for each beam computed on the basis of complete interaction of the composite 
beamo 
After the beams have yielded, the load-deflection curves start to 
curve at a moderate rateo At a load about 20 percent above the yield load g 
the increase of deflection amounts only to 50% of the deflection at yieldo 
Beyond this point~ however, the rate of increase of the deflection becomes 
'noticeable, especialfy for problem 2, which has a weak shear connectiono 
This increasing rate of deflection is largely due to the excessive yielding 
of the beams, but is also contributed to, to some extent, by the excessive 
.yielding of the shear connectorsD At the end of the computations 9 that isp 
when the curvature of the beam was equal to 3~yp the loads for problems 
and 2 were about 44% higher than their first yield values, and the 
Metz ne~er-ence Rooa 
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de-flections were p respectively!) about 205 and 300 tomes their first yield 
va 1 ues 0 
Since beam B24Whad a strong shea+. ~nectlon" no yielding of the 
connec.tor's occurs in problem 1 until a load of about 10% higher than the yield 
load; at the end of the computat'l on 5..9' none of the shear conne.c.tors had been 
s..tress.e.d b.eyond the second B'yield01 pointo For problem 2" all of the shear 
connec tors were S.t ressed we 11 beyond. the i r second DIy i e 1 dBI po i nt at the end 
of computationso 
The ratio" MIM "computed when the curvature of the beam was 
cu 
equal to 3~ " are found to be 920~h and 8609%9 respectively!) for problems y 
and 29 where M is the fully plastic moment for the composite beam consideredo 
cu 
The stress and strain distributions at sections one-half the 
connector spacing from midspan are shown on Figso 18 and 19" respectively" 
for problems 1 and 2" at loads of 10405 kips and 84 kips" respectovelyo 
~t should be noted that in both problems" the strain at the top 
fiber of concrete slab" € "at the end of the computations" had not reached 
ss 
the crushing value!) € "which had been set equal to 000040 For the 
Cll 
assumptions made 8n Section 202" the computed load-deflection curves should 
approach asymptotically the line for fully plastic capacity unt;1 € = 000040 
ss 
However" for composite beams with an extreme1y weak shear connection!) it is 
possible that the connection may fail prior to f~exural failure of the beamo 
~n this case!) the load deflection curves may have a discont!nulty at the 
time the connection failso In the analysBs of problems] and 29 however!) it 
as assumed that the shear connection does not far!o 
At the end of the computatoons of problems 1 and 2!) the yielding of 
the beams extended over about 1/4 to 1/3 of the total span lengtho 
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load -5 1 i.p Curves 
the load-slip curves for the three problems analyzed are shown in 
Figso 20,21, and 270 In general, before yielding of the beams, the shape of 
these curves are very similar to the shear-s1 ip curves (Fogo 13) which, for 
the particular problems considered!! have been assumed to be three straight ... line. 
segments with breaks at slips of 1 = 000046 ino and 1 = 00020 ino it can p y 
be seen from the figures that, for problem 111 all the shear connectors remain 
lIe lasticBl before first yield of the beam, but for problem 21) excessive 
yielding can be observed for all shear connectors before the beam yieldso~ 
In problem 3 p all of the connectors to the left of the load point are 
stressed beyond their first yield values before the beam yieldso 
One common feature for these curves is that up to first yield of 
the beams, the slips for the connectors near the ends of the beam are always 
larger than for locations closer to the point of 10adingo 
After the beams have yielded p the load-51 ip curves become nonlinearo 
This nonlinearity is especially noticeable for those connectors in and near 
the inelastic region of the beamso It is not as not~ceable for the 
connectors at near the endso This can be expal ined by the fact that the. 
yielding of the beam is a local phenomenon 0 ~n other words ll the plastic 
flow is always u con tained 8i o The rapid increase of curvature or strain at a 
point in the inelastic region of the beam is not 1 ikely to have a significant 
effect on the behav i or of the beam at a po i nt some dis tance away with 
several shear connectors in betweeno 
This situation is similar to that in the computation of moments 
for a multispan continuous beamu because Eqo 12 in Section 2Q4 is very much 
1 ike a set of slope-deflection equationso The moments in any panel of a 
continuous beam depend largely on the loading condgt~ons in the pane1 
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considered or in the neighboring ones p and are affected only slightly by 
the loading condition at a point severa1 panels away 0 AnalogouslY9 in the 
case of a composite beam p one should not expect yielding of the beam at 
midspan to have an appreciable effect on the behavior of the end connectorso 
Slip-Distribution Curves 
The s1ip-distribution curves for the problems analyzed are shown in 
Figso 229 23!) 249 and 2a~ ~n genera1 9 before the beams yield p the ~lip at 
the end connectors is. always larger than for connectors near the point of 
loadingo For problem 1 (Fogo 22)p whach represents a beam with a strong 
shear connection 9 the distribution of sl ip is rather uniform when first 
yaelding of the beam occurs; hO\"Iever l1 the distriDut!On as not as uniform fo-r 
problem 2 (Figo 23) at that stage because of the weak shear connectoono in 
problem 3 (Figo 28)9 at the time the beam starts to yield!) the distribution 
of slip to the right of the loading point is rather uniform because all of 
the shear connectors in that region remain Ble lasti c&i; however!) the distri-
bution of 51 ip to the left of the loading point is not as uniform because 
some of the connectors have already been stressed beyond their first yield 
pointso 
After the beams become inelastac p the rapid oncrease of 
deformations in the ~nelastic region causes the sl ip in that region to in-
crease rapad!yo Consequent~y1) a redistribution of sl ip t-akes placeo This 
redistribution can be seen in Figso 22 and 24 for problems 1 and 29 
respectivelyo 
By comparing Figso 22 and 249 it 5S of interest to note the 
dsfferences between the dnstributions of s]ips for problems 1 and 2 when the 
beams approach theijr lIultimateli stageso For beams having strong shear 
connections 9 such as beam B24W in problem 1!) the shear connectors near the 
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ends of the beam yield only sl ightly when the beam starts to behave in ... 
elasticallyo In other wordsjl these shear connectors are still in the 
relatively stiff portion of the shear-sl ip curveso In addition!) they are not 
close to the inelastic re.g.ior+ of the.bearne As a consequence, the excessive 
yielding of the beam in the inelastic region!) although it contributes to the 
sharp increase of slips for the connectors in this region v does not cause the 
end connectors to have the same rate of increase in 51 ipo However 0 in the 
case of beams having weak shear connections, such as beam B21W in problem 
2, the end connectors have already yielded excessively when the beam begins 
to yieldo The rates of increase of sl ips for these sheat connectors are 
almost the same as those for the connectors in the inelastic region of the 
beam 0 Consequently, as the beam approaches the "ultimate" stage!) the slips 
of the end shear connectors are sti11 greater than those of the connectors 
near the point of loadingo Thlssuggests that for beams with extremely 
weak shear connection!) if the connection fails prior to the flexural failure 
of the beam, the failure would be expected to initiate from the end connectorso 
The distribution of connector force for problems 1 and 2 as shown 
in Figso 25 and 26~ respectively!) are obtained fram the corresponding slip 
distribution curveso It can be seen that at the ,time the bearns'begin to 
yield, the distributlon of connector force is rather uniform for problem 
but not as-uniform for problem 20 However!) at the end of the computation!) 
the re'verse is trueo 
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40 COMPAR~SONS OF THE THEORET~CAl SOLUT~ONS WITH THE-TEST RESULTS 
401 General 
In the analysis of the illustrative problems in the preceding 
sections p it has been assumed that the beams are each loaded by a concentrated 
~oad onlyo and that the composite action exists throughout the entore range 
of loadingo In real it Yo the effects of uniformly distr!buted dead loads on 
the behavior of a composite beam cannot a1ways be neglected o especially for 
beams constructed without shoring wher~ the dead loads are carried by the 
steel beam aloneo These differences o together with other possible deviations 
between the assumptions for the analysis and the actual condotions in the 
tests 9 tend to cause the analytical results to differ from the test resultso 
Consequentlyo close quantitative compares-ons between these two sets of 
result~ may nat .always be possibleo However 0 the effects of these 
differences can ~e reduced considerably if suitable correctaons are made to 
the computed resultso in the next three sectoons p the computed curves are 
corrected for the effects of dead loads before they are compared with the 
test datao After the correction p the computed load-deflection curves are 
expected to agree rather closelyo both quantatively and qual 8tatively~ with 
the test curves because these curves should not be sensitHve to other 
mnnor differences between the analysis and the testso The comparisons for 
the load-s]ip curves and slip distribution curves may not show good 
quantitative agreements because these curves are sensitive to a number of 
factors 0 such as the assumptions of the shear-sl up curves on the analysis o 
the loading procedure in the test o the presence of residual deformations p etco 
To facilitate the compar!sons p a set of test results for beams 
B24W and B21W p represent~d by load-deflection curves p load-slop curves and 
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slip distribution curves D are duplicated from Reference 9 and are shown by 
broken 1 ines in Figso 29 through 36. 
4.2 Load-Deflection Relations 
The comparisons of load-deflection curves are made only for 
problems 1 and 20 In Figso 29 and 30, the upper curves which are shown as 
a light 1 ine, represent the results from the analyseso The curves plotted as 
broken 1 ines represent the test resultso The differences between these two 
sets of curves are due largely to the effects of dead loads, because loads 
plotted for the analytical results are the total load whereas the loads 
plotted for the test results are the added 111 ive loa~lo To eliminate this 
difference, the computed curves were corrected for the effects of dead loadso 
This can be done legitimately by determining an equivalent concentrated load 
at midspan of a composite beam which produces the same amount of strain at 
the bottom fiber of the steel beam at midspan as that produced by the 
uniformly distributed dead loads on the steel beam aloneo On this basis, 
the equivalent concentrated loads, Pd9 are found to be 1404 kips and 14 kips 
respectively for problems 1 and 2, in which the dead loads for beams B24W 
and B21W are, respectively!> 00567 kips per ft and 00551 kips per fto 
Accordingly, the computed yield load for each problem is reduced by an 
amount p PdQ The corrected analytical curves are then obtained by translating 
that part of the curves beyond elastic 1 imit of the beam down to the 
corrected yield pointo These corrected curves are shown as heavy solid 
lines in Figso 29 and 300 The relative locations of points a g b p c, etco g 
on that part of the curves beyond the elasti~ 1 imit remain unchanged g but 
the locations of points 111 2, etcO!) do change, and the new values were 
* obtained from the corrected load-slip curves shown" in Figso 31 and 320 
* The corrections for the load-s1 ip curves are explained in Section 4030 
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Comparison can now be made between the test results and the 
ana 1 yt i ca 1 resu 1 ts wh i ch have been corrected for the dead loads'o As can be 
seen from Figso 29 and 30 g these two sets of curves agree rather well with 
each other both quantitatively and qualitativelyo Slight deviations are 
shown in the inelastic range where test curves have hfigher values of load for 
a given deflectfiono These deviations may be due pr~marlly to the neglect of 
the reinforcing steel in the concrete slabs and to assumpt~ons regarding the 
stress-strain relation of concrete in the analysiso 
For problem 1» the yield load measured in the test is 1504 kips 
higher than that obtained from the analys8so This dufference is bel aeved 
to be caused .by the presence of large residual stresses in the beam» because~ 
even for complete interaction» the expected yie1d load based on a yield 
strength for the steel beam obtained from coupon tests would sti1l be 
considerably lower than the test value of 79 kipso The- difference is not 
as pronounced in the case of problem 2l) where the yield load in the test 
agrees reasonably we~l w~th that in the analyslso The test valueD 47 kips!) 
is only 204 kips higher than the computed oneo 
The first and second yielding of the shear connectors have been 
defined previously as occurring at sl ~ps of 0000461no and 00020 ino D 
respectivelyo As can be seen from Figso 29 and 30 D the load ]eve~s 
corresponding to the ~i~lding of each connector agree fairly well between 
the test and the analysHso In problem 10 the analYSIS showed that none of 
the shear connectors Oiy ieldedu before the beam became ine]astsc v and the 
slip at each connector never exceeded 0002 !no throughout the entire range 
of loa~ingo This was in complete agreement wsth the testo ~n the case of 
problem 29 the analysis indicated that all of the shear connectors yielded 
before the first yield of the beam p and the sl!p at each shear connector 
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far exceeded 0.02 in. at the end of the computationo This also was in 
complete agreement with the testo 
4.3 Load-Slip Curves 
As. shown in Figs 0 31, 32 and .35, the tes t resu 1 ts are shown by 
broken lines and the compute~ values by 1 ight sol id 1 ineso Since in the test, 
both beams were unshored before applying live loads, there was no slip in 
the shear connection due to the dead loadso This suggests that during early 
stages of loading, the computed 10ad ... s 1 ip curves should agreie rather closely 
with the test curves without correction for the dead loadso As the load 
level increases, the beams start to yieldo Based on the argument presented 
'in Section 4.2, the computed load level corresponding to the first yield of 
the beam must be reduced by an amount, Pd (which was found to be 14~4 kips 
and 14 kips, respect ive 1 y for prob 1 ems '-1 and 2) because the s tra ins due to 
dead loads were not considered in the analysiso For the purpose of comparison p 
the computed 10ad-s1 ip curves for pr-oblems 1 and 2 have been corrected for 
the effects of dead loads and are shown in Figso 31 and 32 by heavy sol id 
1 i nes 0 I n the case of prob 1 em 3 9 the correct ions' are unnecessary because 
the beam remains elastic both in the test and in the analysiso 
Before the method of correction for these curves can be described D 
it is important to note that the deviation of a 1'<5ad-slip curve from its 
or·jginal straight-l ine is due to one of the following effects 9 or to a 
combination of them: 
1) yielding of the shear connection itself~ 
2) yielding of other shear connectors D 
3) yielding of the beam. 
The effect of yielding of the shear connector itself on its load-slip curve 
is immediateo This is shown in Figso 21 by breaks on the curves before 
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yielding of the beam~ and by sharp bend~ng of the curves during the early 
stage of yielding of the beamo The effect !s not as noticeab1e if yielding 
of the connector occurs after the beam has yielded excessivelyo Thos can be 
seen from Figo 21 on the curve for connector 6Wo The effect of yielding of 
a shear connector on the load-slip curves for other ,connectors can be seen 
on1y with careful observationo The weakening of a shear connector caused by 
yeelding tends to force other shear connectors to resist greater amounts of 
horizontal shear than were assigned to them previjously for a given load 
incremento Thisg i.n turn g causes an increase of sl sp for a given 10ad in-
cremento As an example p in Figo 21p the load-slip curves for connectors 5W 
and 6W start to deviate from the straight-l ines at a load of 29 kips which 
corresponds to the first yielding of connectors lW 9 2W p and 3Wo ~n the same 
f6gure p the s1 ight bending of the curves for connectors 4W and 5W at a load 
equal to 3705 kips is evidently caused by the fsrst yie1ding of connector 6Wo 
The fact that connectors lW p 2W and 3W are not affected by the first yoelding 
of connector 6W suggests that only the neighboring connectors are affected 
sign~ficantly by ihe yielding of a connectoro The effect of the first 
yielding of any of the connectors lW p 2W p 3W and 4W can not be seen from 
the curves for other connectors p because the loads correspondang to yielding 
of these connectors are about the sameo 
The YBe1ding of the beam does not cause a sudden deviation of the 
10ad-slijp curves from their origina~ stralght-1 ineso This 8S because p 
during the early stage of yie!dsn9p the strain at top faber of the steel 
beamv whech governs the slip at the connection p does not increase appreciabiyo 
As the load increases p the beam starts to yaeld excess!velyp that !Sp the 
yielding extends to the web of the beamo This causes the curvature of the 
beam and the strain at the top fiber of the steel beam to increase at a 
more rapid rateo As a consequence 9 the increase of slip also becomes more 
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rapid. An example of this can also be seen in Figo 21, where some of the 
curves start to bend at loads of about 70 kipso The yielding of the beam, 
howeve r, can not he .. held f u 11 y res pons i b 1 e f or the bendi "9' of the curves 0 In 
Fig. 21, the bending of the curves during the early stage of yielding of the 
beam is primari ly dU.e to the Ilsecond yielding81 of the shear connectorso 
After all the connectors have.been stressed beyond the IIsecond yield Bi point, 
the bending of the curves is then caused entirely by the inelastic behavior 
of the beamo 
With the above understanding, it seems logical to correct the 
computed load-sl ip curves, for the part beyond the yield point of the beam, 
according to the method described below: 
1} The corrected yield load for the beam is obtained by subtracting 
an amount, Pd , from the computed yield load. 
2) For each curve, measure an amount of load p 6P, from the 
computed yield load to the point where the first sign of deviation of the 
curves from the straight-line is notedo For example, in Figo 32, this 
point may be that at a load of 66 kips on the curve for connector lWo 
3) For each curve e the increment of load 6P is added to the cor-
rected yield load. This yields a load level below which no correction is 
necessary. 
4) Find the reason for the deviation of the curve from the 
straight-l ineo If there is evidence that the deviation is primarily due 
to the yielding of the beam, the amount of deviation, which i~ defined by the 
change of angles of tangents to the curves for a given load intrement, is 
measured. If the deviation is found to be due primarily to yielding of the 
shear connector, it .will be ignored temporarily for the correction of the 
curvet because the corrected curve is not likely to have a yielding of the 
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connector at a 10ad 6P above the corrected yield load; therefore!) attention 
is given to the next si.gn of deviatoon of the curve from the straight-lineo 
An example of this is the curves for connectors 3W and 4W 8n Fogo 320 
5) The amount of deviation just measured is then oll1lpqsed on the 
part of the curve beyond the point mentioned in Step 30 Thas starts a new 
curve which deviates from the computed-oneo 
6) The new curve may either intersect a vertical lone corresponding 
to the slip equal to a yield value!) or intersect a horizontal 1 ane!) corres-
pondtng to the yield l.oad for neighboring shear connectors as shown on their 
correctedcurveso ~f the latter is true, the new curve ~s further extended 
with an amount of bend equiva1ent to that the computed curve would experience 
under the same condition!) and the new curve then proceeds to intersect the 
vertIcal lone just mentionedo If!) however!) the former 9S true!) the load 
ancrement from the point of nntersection to the 1 fne of correct yield load 
is measured!) and is denoted by 6P10 The part of the curve beyond the point 
6P! above the computed yoeld load os then translated to that point of 
intersection!) and thss translatnon is followed by a rotatoon by an amount 
equ-ai to the amount of devoata.on measured in Step 40 
The test results shown in Figso 3l!) 32!) and.35 were obtained 
from test Noo 6 on B24W!) test Noo. SA and 6 on B21W and test Noo 4 on B24W!) 
respectivelyo The magnfitude and pos!tion of the load for these tests are 
1 isted an Table 20 The compar!son between the corrected computed curves 
and the measured curves shows reasonably good agreement for some of the 
curves!) but not such good agreement for otherso This is because the 
agreement between these two sets of results is rather sensitive to some of 
the 8nconsistencoes between the assumptions in the analysis and the actual 
condatnons in the testo For example!) in Figso 31. and 35!) the devnation 
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Metz Reference ~~ 
U::ivS:::'3i-t:;- ::i- Illino1!a 
2GB N. =02in3 Street 
Urbana~ Illinois 61801 
between the computed and measured curves for connectors lW and 2W in 
probl~ 1, and for connector lE in problem 3 9 is due to the history of loading 
in the test; these shear connectors had already been stressed to yield in the 
tests prior-to those for which the results were obtainedo 
404 The Distribution of Sl ip 
A set of corrected sl ip distribution curves are plotted by heavy 
sol id lines as in Figso 33 9 34, and 36 for problems 1,2 and 3, respectivelyo 
The scales for sl ip are different in these figureso These corrected curves 
were obtained from the corrected load-s)ip curves shown in Figso 31, 329 
and 3S. The test results from Refo 9, are shown by broken lineso These 
test results were obtained from the same test numbers as mentioned in 
Section 403 and represent average values for the east and west span for 
problems 1 and 2. 
Before test Noo 4 was conducted on beam B24W 9 several connectors 
at the eas~t end had already be'en stressed to yield in a previous test (test 
Noo 2). The sl ip at connector IE during test Noo 2 had already reached 
This may help to explain the reason for the deviation between 
the compu ted and measu red cu rves at the eas tend in Fi go,: 360" Du ring te'S t 
No.4, connectors near the west end were also stressed to yield!) the end 
sl ip at connector lW had reached 00008 ino As a consequence, when test Noo 6 
was conducted!) the sl ip of connectors near both ends increased rapidlyo 
This is the reason for the deviation shown in Figo 33 between the computed 
and measured curves for connectors near the supporto 
For beam B21W p the sl ip at the end connectors had reached 0001 ino 
before test Noo SAo This explains the deviation of the test results from the 
* The slip at the IIfirst yielding il of the connector is equal to 000046 ino 
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computed va~ues at a load of 20 kips in Figo 340 For loads above 20 kips, 
the. agreement is quite goodo 
The test results are general~y in good qualitative agreement with 
the computed resultso ~n some cases, good quantitative agreement can also 
be foundo Both the results from the test and from the analysis show the 
redistributions of sl ip after the beams become ine~astico 
The quantitative deviatIon between these two sets of results may 
be due to factors which are not considered in the present ana1ysiso For 
example!) in problem 19 the. yield load measured in the test is much greater 
* than the corrected yield load obtained from the analysis because of the 
presence of high residual stress in the beam tested; this results in the 
deviation of the computed and the measured curves after the beam became 
inelastic (see Figo 33)0 In proble~ 29 as shown ijn Figo 34!) this deviation 
8S not as noticeable!) because the yield load measured in the test agrees 
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rather closely with the computed oneo ~t is bel ieved that a much closer 
agreement can be obtained if the differences between the actual conditions 
in the test and the assumptions in the analysis are reduced 0 
* The yield loads for the test and for the ana1ysBs (corrected)!> are 
79 kips and 6306 kips!) respectlvelyo 
oJ..-k The yield loads for the test and for the analysis (corrected)!) are 
47 kips and 44 0 6 kips" respectivelyo 
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50 SUMMARY 
The problem of contained plastic flow of simply-supported composite 
T-beams under flexural loading has been treated analytical1yo The analysis 
was made on the basis of incomplete interaction between the composite elements, 
and considered the inelastic behavior of the shear connectiono The stress-
strain relations for steel and concrete were assumed to be elasto-plasticl) 
and the load-s1 ip relation for the shear connection was idealized by three 
straight-l ine segmentso On the consideration that the shear connectors are 
placed at discrete points along a beam, the basic equation for the problem 
was derived in the form of a set of simultaneous difference equations with 
variable coefficientso The solutions for these equations yield such 
quantities as the deformations and stresses at each section ofa beam, the 
slip at the shear connection, and the force at each shear connector, which 
completely characterize the behavior of such beamso 
The method of analysis developed in Sections 205, 206~ and 207 is 
essentially an incremental type of analysiso To facil itate the numerical 
computations, the method was programmed for the IBM 650 com'puter previously 
located at the Un ivers i ty of 111 i no is 0 
Three illustrative problems have been analyzedo The composite beams 
used in problems 1 and 3 had a shear connection which is typically strong 9 
but the beam used in problem 2 had a rather weak shear connectiono The 
results from the analyses p as shown in Figso 29 through 36, were in close 
agreement with the available test results which were reported in Refo 90 
and tests: 
The following observations are based on the results of,the analyses 
1) First lIy ieldingUi of the shear connectors does not have a 
significant effect on the deflection of the beamo 
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2) Beyond firs t y ie 1 ding of the s ~eeLb.e.am~ . .a . cOmpos i te beam is 
ab Ie .to cleve lop a reserve capac i ty about 50 percent greater 
than the first yield capacity before it failso 
J) A .redistribution of the forces on the shear connectors occurs 
after the beam.b.ecomes inelastico 
4) The ulti~ate capacity of the composnte beams analyzed with 
inc.omplete interaction were at least. 80 percent the computed 
I 
fully plastic capacityo 
5) The shear-slip relation of a shear connector from the push-out 
test represents reasonably well the behavior of the shear 
connector on a beamo 
It has not been the intention of this thesis to provide general 
conclusions regarding the effects of certain variables on the behavior of the 
composite beams on the basis of the results obtained from a few examples 0 
The main object of this thesis was to demonstrate that the behavior of such 
beams can be analyzed reasonably well by the app]ication of numerical 
techn i ques 0 A 1 thou.gh the procedure deve loped here i n app 1 i es on 1 y to those 
composite beams on which the steel beam is a standard wide flange section g 
and the shear connection consists of equally spaced shear connectors p the 
method can be exte'nded with s1 ight modifications to cover other types of 
composite beams D nn which the dead load strain may also be consideredo With 
the ayailabil ity of automatoc computers having larger capacities and higher 
speeds p it becomes feasible to analyze a large number of problems with a 
selected range of variables 9 and thus to make an exhaustive study of the 
factors which affect the behavior of such beamso The result of such a study 
may provide a ~ound basis on which the results of a few tests can be extended 
to the wider range of varuab1es encountered in highway bridgeso 
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TABLE 1 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE COMPOSITE BEAMS 
Span length - ft 
Type of steel beam 
C ross sect i on of .c.on.c.rete. slab 
Type of shear connec tor 
Spacing of shear connector 
Stress-strain relations: 
S tee 1 (see Fig.. 5) 
ks i 
ks i 
Concrete (see Figo 6) 
f 9 
C 
f 
cy 
€ 
cy 
E 
s 
€ 
cu 
psi 
psi 
ks i 
Shear-s~ Ip re1ations~ 
(see Figso 1 and 13) 
kips 
kip/ino 
kips 
kip/ino 
kip/ino 
kip/ino 
Beam B24W 
37 .. 5 
24 WF 76 
6 ft x 6 .. 25 ino 
4 ino 504-1b Channel 
25 (W 18 ino 
end space = 9 ino 
3600 
000012 
30 9 000 
5500 
5085 
-0000177 
2870 
00004 
30078 
000046 
6840 
63062 
000200 
2120 
47805 
Beam B.21W 
3705 
21 WF 68 
6 ft x 11 ino 
4 ino 504-1b Channel 
13 (W 36 ino 
end space = 9 ino 
3405 
0000115 
301)000 
5580 
5145 
0000179 
2T380 
00004 
20050 
000046 
4550 
42050 
000200 
1412 
319 
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TABLE 2 
OUTLINE OF TESTS OF COMPOSITE BEAMS 
B24W B21W 
Test Position Maximum Test Position Maximum 
Number of load load Number of Load Load 
kips kips 
. 1 Midspan 40 lA Midspan 40 
2 7E 70 11 Repetitions of 
load 40 kips 
3 Midspan 60 1B Midspan 40 
4 7W 70 2 4E 30 
5 3W 50 3 Midspan 40 
6 Midspan 100 4 4W 30 
7 3W 100 SA Midspan 50 
8 Midspan 111 5B Midspan 50 
9 3E 100 6 Midspan 79 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A .... 1 General 
The method of analysis described in Chapter 2 has been programmed 
for the IBM 650 computer previously located at the University of l)linoiso 
The whole program consists of a main program and a sub-program. The main 
program, which consists of several subroutines, was designed to do the 
following works: 
1) setting up the equations in the memory, 
2) modifications of coefficients and constants in the equations 
because of the yielding of the beam or of the shear connectors, 
3) solution of the equations. 
The sub-program was for the computation and tabulation of values of cp, €b' 
F, M and (€b - €s) mentioned in Section 207. These values, which were 
computed for an inelastic composite beam, must satisfy both equilibrium and 
compatibil ity requirements. Since the memory storage of IBM 650 computer 
was too small to hold all these tabulated values, they were stored on 
magnetic tape. 
A punched-card deck of the entire program is available for future 
analyses. Also available are sample input and output forms and coding sheetso 
A-2 Input, Output and Scaling 
The input data to the main p"rogram consists of the geometrical 
properties of the beam, the stress-stra:in relations of the materials, the 
shear-slip relations of shear connect~r, the spacing of shear connectors, 
the pattern of loading and certain other constants. The format for the 
input data is shown in Tables A-I and A-2. For the illustrative problems 
analyzed in this thesis v the values tabulated in Table 1 were usedo It can 
be seen that they require only a slight amount of hand computationo The 
input to the sub-program is essentially the same as that to the main program 
except that the data relating to the shear connector and loading pattern are 
om!ttedo 
~n each problem o upon completion of the computations for a given 
load leve1 9 the values of the quantitoes listed below~ which are mentioned in 
Section 208 0 are printed out~ 
1) direct force F at the cross=section of the beam at each node 
point considered in the analysis p 
2) the curvature of the beam, ~p at each node p08nt~. 
3) the strains of the steel beam and of the concrete slab at 
their contacting surfaces, €b and €so at each node pOBnt p 
4) the deflection of the beam9 0 9 at each node point g 
5) shear on each connector o Qg and its corresponding sl iPD 10 
A1soo after yielding of the beam occurs p the machDne prints information on 
the extent of the yielding of the beam and the ratno HIM and HIM mentioned 
cy cu 
in Section 2080 
The output from the sub-program consists of the values of ~o €b 9 
Fo M and (€b - €s)o which are stored on magnetic tape and are also printed 
out for purpose of referenceo 
Floating-point computation has been used in the mann program but 
fixed-point computation has been adopted for the sub-programo 
A-3 Flow Diagrams 
The flow diagrams for the main program and the sub-program are 
shown in Figso A-I and A-2 9 respectivelyo They represent the numerical 
procedures describeq in Sections 2 0 5 through 20 7., 
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A-4 Miscellaneous 
The program developed is able to analyze beams having shear. 
connectors not exceeding forty in number; that is, it can handle a problem 
which has up to forty simultaneous equations of the type as Eqo 200 The 
running time for a problem having twelve simultaneous equations is about 
three hours for the main program alone on the IBM 650 computer. This large 
consumption of machine-time is due primarily to the slow convergence of the 
numerical procedure after the beam becomes inelastico For convenience of 
future analyses involving many problems, it see~s advisable to re-code the 
program for computers having larger capacities and higher speedso 
The convergence of the procedure was rapid for all the elastic cases 
studiedo Since the terms on the main diagonal of matrix B (Eqo 20 in 
Section 204) are always greater than the sum of the absolute value of the 
off-diagonal terms, convergence is guaranteed for any elastic caseo The 
convergence of the procedure in the inelastic case is slowo A proof of 
convergence of the procedure in this case would be difficult p and has not 
been attempted hereino However 9 in every problem considered, convergence 
was observed 0 
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TABLE A .. l 
INPUT FORMAT FOR MAfN PROGRAM 
Card Noo ' Card Column Contents Scaring Remarks 
1 1- 4 Prob 1 em Noo Beam card 
5-10 Beam Noo 
11 -2-0 Ab£l in 0 
2 floatJng pto 
21 ... 30 Ib ll in 0 
4 II 81 
31-40 b 0 ino II 8i II 
41 .. 50 tl) ino 81 8. 
51 ... 60 WI) in 0 II 18 
-61-70 hI> in' 0 II 81 
71-80 Blank 
2 1 ... 10 Eb ll kip/ino 
2 floating pto Stress .... strain relation 
for steel 
11 ... 20 kip/ino 2 .. .. 0" I) 
Y 
21 ... 30 
€ 
81 81 
Y 
31-80 Blank 
3 1 ... 10 Slab Noo S1ab card 
11-20 A !) ino 2 floating pto 
5 4 21 ... 30 I ino 81 DB 51) 
31-40 bl) in 0 BI II 
41 ... 50 do ino 
51 ... 80 Blank 
4 1-10 E kip/ino 2 float!ng pto S t res 5 ... s t r a i n relation 
5 ll for concrete 
11-20 f ki pri no 2 II 8i cyll 
21 ... 30 
€ 
BI 81 
cy 
31 ... 40 
€ cu 
81 DI 
41 ... 80 Blank 
5 1 ... 10 Lll ft fixed pto Span 1ength 
11 ... 20 Lo 9 no floating pto 
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TABLE A-l (Continued) 
~ 
Card No. Card Column Contents Scal ing Remarks 
6 1-10 Connector Noo Connector card 
11-20 Noo of connec- floating pto 
tors in a row 
21 .. 30 k, kip/ino !1 81 
, 31 ... 40 k I, kip/ino II II 
41-50 kll 9 kip/ino II 18 
51 .... 60 ~9 kip II 18 
61-70 \' kip II .. 
71-80 ~, kip .. DI 
7 1 -1,0 o or 1 O-Total number of con-
nector points is an even 
number 
11-20 n fixed pt 0 Total number of connectors 
21-30 n floating pto Total number of connectors 
31 .. 80 Blank 
8 1 ... 10 j fixed pto Point of load i ng 
11-20 j floating pto Point of loading 
21-30 TM fixed pto The last connector point 
which needs to be consid. ... 
ered in the analysis 
31-40 TMF floating pto 
41-50 0 or 1 O .. Unsymmet rica 1 case 
51 ... 60 0 or 1 O-Single point 1 cad 
61 ... 80 Blank 
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TABLE A-2 
INPUT FORMAT FOR SUB-PROGRAM 
Card Noo Card Column Contents Seal ing Remarks 
1 1-l0 Beam Noo Beam card 
ti .... 20· Abp ino 
2 10 ... 7 
21 ... 30 Ib 9 in 0 
4 10 .... 7 
31 ... 40 b 0 ino 10 .. 7 9 
41 ... 50 tl) ino 10 ... 7 
51 ... 60 Wp in 0 10 ... 7 
61 ... 70 h g in 0 10~7 
71-80 Blank 
2 1-10 Eb» kip/in., 
2 10 ... 10 Stress-strain re1ation 
for steel 
11 ... 20 kip/ino 2 10 ... 7 cr 9 y 
10 ... 3 21 ... 30 
€ 
Y 
31 ... 80 Blank 
3 1-10 Slab Noo Slab card 
11 ... 20 A l' in 0 2 10 ... 7 s 4 10-7 21 ... 30 I S9 in 0 
31 ... 40 b, in 0 10-7 
41-50 d p in 0 10 ... 7 
51-80 Blank 
4 1 ... 10 E kip/ino 2 10 ... 10 Stress-strain relation S9 for concrete 
11 ... 20 f kip/ino 2 10 ... 7 cy9 
21 .... 30 
€ 
10 ... 3 
cy 
10 ... 3 31 ... 40 
€ = 005 € 0 cu 
10 ... 3 41-50 
€ cu 
51 ... 80 8'1 ank 
Start .. 
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APPENDIX B 
IDEALIZATION OF SHEAR-SLIP CURVE 
B ... 1 General 
The method of ideal ization of the shear-slip curves is not a 
general one, which may cover all kinds of shear connector. However, for the 
particular type of shear connector considered in this thesis, that is, a 
4 ... ino, So4 ... 1b .. steel channel, the method described in Section B ... 2 seems 
applicable. In general, the ideal ization requires the construction of three 
straight-l ine segments which can represent reasonably well the shear-sl ip 
curves for the shear connector considered. For convenience of future 
analyses, it seems desirable to develop a set of empirical formulas which 
are able to produce idealized shear-slip curves when the test curves are not 
ava i 1 ab 1 eo 
8-2 Method of Ideal ization 
Shear-s1 ip curves from push-out tests on channel shear connectors 
in Ref. 9 are shown in Figo B-1. Also shown in the figure are the specimen 
numbers for each curve and the concrete strength for each specimen. To 
idealize the curves, it is necessary to determine suitable values for Qp. 
~P 7p ' 7y ' and k" (see Figo 1)0 The method for determining these values is 
outlined as follows: 
1 ) For each curve, find the value of IIcr itical shearUl .. 0 
" !Jc ll 
which is arbitrarily defined as a value of connector shear beyond which 
excessive slip can be observed. As suggested by Viest et alo (9), this 
quantity may be taken equal to the connector shear corresponding to a sl ip 
of 00006 ino, with the corresponding residual sl ip equal approximately to 
00003 in .. 
... 110 ... 
2) Plot a set of curves with the ratioS) shear/cri.ti.c.al shear 
agains·t s1ip as. shown in Fig .. B-3 .... -.-From thesecurves ll it may not .be.un~ 
reasonable to assign a value of 009 ~cto the quantity ~; the corresponding 
slip, I'pP is 000046 ino for all four curveso The point (l'pP ~) forms the 
first break in the ideal ized curves" 
3) Assign a value of slip equal to 00020 ino to the quantity I' 0 
Y 
This means that second break of the ideal ized curves occurs at slip equal to 
00020 ino 
4) As shown in Figo B-1 9 for each shear-slip curve, draw a 
straight-l ine to idealize the part of the curves beyond a sl ip of 00020 ino 
The value of Qy is obtained by intersecting the straight line with the 
vertical 1 ine corresponding to a slip of 00020 ino The slope of the 
str.aight-l ine is measured and denoted by kilo The set of straight .... lines 
shown as broken lines on Figo B-1, not only represent reasonably well the 
actua 1 curves II but correspond to val ues of \ and kJ1 wi::l i ch can be 
expressed as a function of the concrete strength ll fD (see Figo B-2)0 This c 
set of straight-lines then becomes the third straight-1 ine segment of the 
ideal ized curveso 
5) The first and second straight-line segments are obtained by 
connecti ng points (Oll 0) and ('pll ~) 11 and points ("pl) ~) and (I'yl) Cly) l) 
respectivelyo 
The idealization described above yields the following empirical 
i 
I formulas for the type of shear connector considered: 
f\ 
= 
f\ (] f\ .." 
= 000046 ..... ~ Yo"" '\tc 'p I .10 
~ = 35 + 502 f B c 9 I'y = 00020 ino 
kBi = 210 + 50 f 0 c· 
.. 111 -
where the quantities p Qp "If) kit and fD are p respectivelYf) in kipsp in inches ll c 
in kips per inch p' and in kips per square incho The quantitYf) 'lyf) may be 
expressed alternatively by 
The empiricai formulas presented above can not be used conveniently 
if the quantityp 0 D must be obtanned each time from available shear-slip 
'llc . 
curveso This inconvenience is overcome by usong the empirical formula which 
appears in Refo 12f) 
~c = 180 (h + 005 t) wJ"f~ 
where 
'luc = the crot~cal shear of one shear connector!) in pounds 
h = the max~mum ttl n ckness of a channel flange!) in inches p measured 
at the face of the web 
t = the th6ckness of the web of a channe] shear connector ll in 
inches 
w = the length of a channel shear connector p 8n inches 
The critical shear determ[ned by thus formu]a is satisfactory for concrete 
strength over 4000 PSHo 
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